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ARCHIMEDEAN CLASSES IN AN ORDERED SEMIGROUP IV 
TÔRU SAITÔ, Saitama 
(Received July 10, 1985) 
In our previous papers [2], [3] and [4], we studied archimedean classes in an 
ordered semigroup. The difficulty occurs because of the fact that the set product of 
two archimedean classes is not necessarily contained in a single archimedean class. 
In this paper, we propose to set up the notion of modified archimedean classes of 
two archimedean classes. Fortunately, for each pair of modified archimedean classes, 
their set product is contained in some modified archimedean class. In § 1, we prove 
this fact. Using the results in § 1, in § 2 we study the behavior of the set product of 
a finite number of archimedean classes. 
The terminologies and notations of our previous papers [2], [3] and [4] are used 
throughout. In particular, we denote by S an ordered semigroup and by ^̂  the set of 
all archimedean classes of S, 
§ 1 
Let С e ^. First we suppose that С is a torsion free archimedean class of 5'. Then 
by [2] Theorem 3.5, the ^-class Co contains at most two elements of ^. We define 
^±(^) when and only when Co has two elements of ^. Thus, in this case, Co consists 
of two torsion free archimedean classes Ä and В such that Ä < B. Now we define 
m±(C) as the set of all elements x of S such that the archimedean class Z of S which 
contains X Hes between Ä and B. It can be easily seen that m±{C) is the set of all x 
such that a ^ X ̂  Ь for some ae Ä and b e B. Also we have either С = Л or 
С = В and m+{C) = т±(Л) = т±(Б). Now m{C) e {C, m±(C)} is called a modified 
archimedean class of C. 
Next we suppose that С is a periodic archimedean class of S. Then С contains the 
unique idempotent, say e. We denote mo(C) = {e}. Also we denote by C+ and C_ 
the set of all nonnegative elements and the set of all nonpositive elements of C, 
respectively. We define m+{C) when and only when there exists an idempotent / of S 
such that e < / , e ̂ ^f and e and / are consecutive in e^^. In this case we define 
т+{С) == [^,/] as the set of all elements x oî S which He between e and/. Similarly 
we define m-{C) when and only when there exists an idempotent g of S such that 
g < e, g ^E^ ^^à. g and e are consecutive in e^E- In this case we define m-.{C) = 
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= [g, e] as the set of all elements x of S which lie between g and e. Now m{C) e 
e {mo(C), C+, C_, C, m+{C), m-.{C)} is called a modified archimedean class of С. 
Lemma 1.1. Let Ce^, Then a modified archimedean class m{C) of С is a convex 
subsemigroup of S, 
Proof. If m{C) = C, then the assertion follows from [2] Lemma L3. Suppose С 
is a torsion free archimedean class and m{C) = m±{C), Let x, у em±{C). Then 
cii S ^ S bi and 02 ^ 3̂  = ^2 for some a^, «2 e Л and b^, ^2 ^ ^- Here 01^2 ^ ̂ > 
bib2 e 5 and 01^2 ^ xy ^ ^1^2. Hence xĵ  e m+(C) and so m±{C) is a subsemigroup 
of S. If, in addition, z e S and x ^ z ^ y, then ai'^x^z^ySb2 and so z e 
еМ+(С). Hence m±{C) is convex. 
Suppose С is a periodic archimedean class with idempotent e. mo(C) is clearly 
a convex subsemigroup of S. Suppose m[C) = C+. Since e e C+, it follows from [1] 
Lemma 1 that C+ is a subsemigroup of S. If x, j e C+, z e S and x ^ z ^ y, then 
x" = e for some natural number n and z ^ j ; ^ e and so e = x" ^ z" ^ e" = e. 
Hence z ^ e and z" = e and so z e C+. Hence C+ is convex. Similarly C_ is a convex 
subsemigroup of S. Let m{C) = m+(C). Then there exists an idempotent / of S such 
that e < f, e ̂ EÂ e and / are consecutive in СЗЕ and m+(C) = [e , / ] . Let x, у e 
e m+(C). Then e ^ x -^ f and e S У ̂  f and so e — e^ S ^У ^ f^ = f- Also 
e e m+(C) and so m+(C) is a subsemigroup of S. If, in addition, zeS and x ^ z ^ j , 
then e ^ x ^ z ^ y ^ /and so z G т^^(С), Hence m+{C) is convex. Similarly m..{C) 
is a convex subsemigroup of S, 
Lemma 1.2. Let С e ^, let m{C) be a modified archimedean class of C, let x e m{C) 
and let X be the archimedean class containing x. Then Co =̂  Xô. 
Proof. If m{C) = C, then we have X — С and so Co = Xô. Suppose С is a torsion 
free archimedean class and m(C) = m±{C). Thus there exist torsion free archimedean 
classes Ä and В in Co such that Ä < B. Since x e m±{C), we have Ä S X :^ B. 
Hence by [2] Lemma 5.6, we have Co = Co л C5 = Л<5 л Б<5 ^̂  Xô. 
Suppose С is a periodic archimedean class with idempotent e. If m{C) e {mo(C), 
C+, C_}, then m{C) Ç С and so X = C. Hence Co = Z5. Suppose m(C) = m+{C). 
Then there exists an idempotent / such that e < f, e ̂ ^Z, e and / are consecutive 
in e^E and m+{C) = [^,/]. We denote by F the archimedean class containing/. 
Since X G [e , / ] , we have e ^ x ^ f and so С ^ Z ^ F. Also by [2] Theorem 3.3, 
we have С ô F and so by [2] Lemma 5.6, we have Co = Co A FÔ ^ Xô. In the case 
when m{C) = m-[C), we can prove Co ^ Z^ in a similar way. 
Lemma 1.3. Let C, D e^ such that Co л Do is torsion free and let m{C) and m(Z)) 
be modified archimedean classes of С and D, respectively. 
(1) / / COD, m{C) = C, m{D) = D and С = D, then m{C)m{D) с С = 
= C*D. 
(2) If Co D, m{C) = C, m{D) = D and С + D, then m{C) m{D) с m^{C) = 
= m±(D) = m^{C * D). 
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(3) If Со D and either m{C) = m±{C) or m(D) = m±{D), then m(C) m{D) ç 
Œ m±{C) = т±,{В) = m±(C * D). 
(4) / / С non5 D and С у D, then m(C) m{D) e m{C) = m{C * D). 
(5) / / С non5 D and Dy C, f/ien m(C) m(jD) ç m(D) = mlc * D). 
Proof. (1) By Lemma LI , С is a subsemigroup of S. Hence by [2] Lemma 5.8, 
m{C) m(D) = CD=^C^^C = C^C=C^D. 
(2) Since С Ô D, WQ have Co = Do = Co A DO and so С and D are torsion free 
archimedean classes and m±{C) = m±(D), Also we have m{C) = С ^ ni±{C) and 
m{D) = D Ç m+(D). Hence by Lemma LI , we have m(C) m(D) с m±(C) m±{D) — 
= (^?^±(C))^ ^ m±(C) = m±(D). Further if Co = Do is of L-type, we have С * D = 
= С and if it is of K-type, we have С ^ D = D, Hence always we have m±{C) = 
= mi,{D) == m±{C * D), 
Similarly we can prove (3). 
(4) Since Cy D, it follows from [2] Lemma 4.7 that Co < Do and so Co = 
= Co A Do. Hence С is a torsion free archimedean class and so m{C) e {C, ni±{C)}. 
Also by [2] Theorem 6.1, we have С = С * D, 
Г Case: m{C) = С and m{D) = D. Then by [2] Theorem 6.1, we have 
m{C) m{D) = CD ^ С = m{C) == m{C * D). 
2° Case: m{C) = m+(C) and m(D) = D. Thus there exist two torsion free 
archimedean classes A and В in Co such that A < В and so AS = Bo = Co =¥ Do. 
Also since Cy D, we have Ay D and By D. Let x e m±(C) and let у e D. Then 
a g X ^ Ь for some ae A and & e 5 and so ay -^xy S by. But by [2] Theorem 6.1, 
we have ay e AD с A and by e BD ^ В and so xy e m±(C). Hence m{C) m(D) = 
= m±{C) D Ç m±(C) = m+{C * D). 
3° Case: m{C) = С and m(D) arbitrary. Let x e С and у e m{D) and let 7 be the 
archimedean class containing y. Then by Lemma 1.2, we have Co -< Do ^ YS and 
so С non5 Y and С y Y. Hence by 1°, we have xy e CY e с and so m(C) m(D) = 
= Cm{D) Ç С = m(C) = m{C * D). 
4° Case: m{C) = m±(C) and m{D) arbitrary. In a similar way we can prove 
m{C) m{D) = m±{C) m{D) я m^{C) = m{C) = m{C * D). 
We can prove (5) similarly. 
Lemma 1.4. Let C i , . . . , C„ e ^ . Then 
(Ci *...*C„)Ô = Ci5 л . . . л C„5. 
Proof. If и = 1, then the assertion is evident. If w = 2, then by the definition of 
the operation *, we have (C^ * C2) ô = C^ô л C2S. Hence by induction, the as­
sertion holds for every natural number n. 
Lemma 1.5. Let C, D e^ such that Co л Do is a periodic ô-class of L-type, 
Co A Do ^ Co and С * D Ф D. Let m(C) and m{D) be modified archimedean 
classes of С and D, respectively. Then m{C) m(D) = mo(C * D). 
Proof. First suppose С ^ D. Then С ^ С ^ D S J^- But by Lemma 1.4, we have 
(C ^ D)ô =- Co A Do < Co and by assumption, С * D Ф D. Hence С < C^ D < 
< D. Since [C ^ D) Ô = Co л Do is a periodic 5-class of L-type, С * D is a periodic 
archimedean class with idempotent, say h and the £^£-class h^^ is of L-type. 
Г Case: m{C) = С and m{D) = D. Let x e С and у e D. Since С < С * D < D, 
we have x < h < y. Hence by [2] Lemma 6.3, we have h = xh ^ xy. On the other 
hand, {C^ D)ô = Co A Dô^ Do and so by [2] Lemma 4.7, we have С * D y D. 
Hence by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have xy ^ hy = h. Hence xy = h and so 
m{C) m{D) = CD = {h} = mo{C * D). 
T Case: m{C) — С and D is torsion free. Let xeC and у e m{p) and let У be 
the archimedean class containing y. Since Db is a torsion free ^-class, we have 
Cb A Db ^ Db and by Lemma L2, Db < Yb. Hence (C * D) <5 = C^ л D^ -< 
-< Db = Db A Yb and so by [2] Lemma 5.6, there is no Z e ^ such that Z e Cb A Db 
and Z lies between D and 7. In particular С ^ D does not lie between D and 7 and, 
since С * D < D, we have С ^ D < 7. Hence С < С ^ D < 7and by [2] Lemma 5.6, 
we have Cb A Yb ^{C ^ D) b = Cb A Db ^ Cb A Yb. Hence Cb A Db = Cb A 
A Yb and so 
С * i) = min {Z e ^ ; С ^ Z ^ D and Z e C(5 л D^} 
= min {Z G ^ ; С ^ Z g 7 and Z G C(5 л 7^} = С * 7 . 
Hence C * 7 = C * i ) < 7 a n d also Cb A Yb = Cb A Db < Cb. Hence by Г , 
xyeCY= mo(C * 7) = mo(C * D). Hence m(C) m{D) = С m{D) = mo(C * D). 
3° Case: m{C) = C, D is periodic and m(D) G {mo(D), i)+, D - } . We have 
m{D) с i) and by Г , we have m{C) m{D) = С m(D) ç CD = mo(C * D) and so 
m{C) m{D) = mo(C * D). 
4° Case: m(C) = C, D is periodic with idempotent e' and m{D) = m+(D). Thus 
there exists an idempotent/ ' of iS such that e' < f, e' ^ Е 1 \ ^' a n d / ' are consecutive 
in e'Qj^ and m+{D) = [ e ' , / ' ] . Let xe С and у e m+(D) and let 7be the archimedean 
class containing y. Then e' ^ у and so C < C * D < D g 7. Hence in a similar 
way to 2°, we can show that C^ л 7^ = C^ л Db and so CbAYb^ Cb, Also 
С * 7 = min (Z G <̂ ; С ^Z S Y and Z G Cb A Yb} 
= min {Z G ^ ; С ^ Z g 7 and Z G C^ л D5} ^ С * D ^ С * 7 
by [2] Theorem 5.1L Hence С * 7 = С * D and so by Г, we have xy e CY = 
= mo(C * 7) = mo(C * D). Hence m{C) m(D) = С m4.(D) = mo(C * D). 
5° Case: m{C) = C, D is periodic with idempotent e' and m(D) — m-(D). Thus 
there exists an idempotent g of S such that g' < e\ g' О)^ e\ g' and e' are con­
secutive in e'^E aiid m-{D) = [g\ e'~\. We denote by G the archimedean class 
containing g\ Let xeC and y e m-[D). Then ß̂ ' ^ >̂  ̂  e'. Since Ö̂ ' ^ ^ ^', it follows 
from [2] Theorem 3.3 that G b D. By way of contradiction we assume G < C^ D, 
Then, since G < С * D < D, it follows from [2] Lemma 5.6 that Db = Db A Gb ^ 
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^{C*D)Ô = Со A DÔ:^DÔ and so {С * D) ô = Do = Go. Hence by [2] Theo-
rem 3.3, we have h &E Q' ^E ^'- ß^it, since G < С * D < D, we have g' < h < e\ 
which contradicts that g' and e' are consecutive in e'^J^- Hence we have С < С ^ D S 
SG 2inà so X <h й g' й У йе'. By Г we have хе' eCD = т^{С * D) = [h] 
and by [2] Lemma 6.3, we have xh = h. Hence й = X/Î ^ x j ^ xe' = й and so 
xy = /г. Hence m{C) m{D) = Cm^{D) = {h} = mo(C * D). 
6"" Case: m(C) and m(i)) are arbitrary. Let x G m{C) and >' e m(D) and let X 
be the archimedean class containing x. Then by Lemma L2, we have Co =̂  Xô 
and so {C* D)ô = Co A Do <CÔ = Co A XÖ. Hence by [2] Lemma 5.6, there 
is no Z G СЙ л Do which Hes between С and X. In particular, С ^ D does not lie 
between С and X. Since С < С * D, we have X < С * D < D, Hence by [2] Lemma 
5.6, XÔ A DÔ^{C^D)Ô = Co A DÔ^XÔ A Do and so Z 5 л i)<5 = C^ л Do. 
Hence 
С * D == min {Z e ^ ; С ^ Z ^ D and Z G C(5 л D^} 
= min {Z G ^ ; Z ^ Z ^ D and Z GX(5 л Ш} = X * D 
and so Z * D = С * D < D. Also we have XÔ A Do == Co A Do < Co ^^ XÔ. 
Hence by 1° '^ 5°, we have xy eX m{D) = mo{X * D) = mo(C * D) = {ft} and so 
xy = h. Hence m{C) m{D) = {h} = т^{С * D). 
The case when D S С can be treated similarly. 
Lemma 1,6. Let C, D e^ such that Co л Do is a periodic ô-class of L-type, 
Co A Do ^ Co and С ^ D = D. Let m{C) be a modified archimedean class of C. 
Then D is a periodic archimedean class. Also if С S L>, then 
(1) m{C) mo{D) = m(C) D_ = w(C) m+{D) - mo{D) = т^{С * D); 
(2) m{C) D+ я D+ =(C:^ D)+, m{C) D я D+ = (C ^^ D)+; 
(3) m(C) m_(D) я m„(D) = m^{C * D), 
and if D S C, then 
(4) m{C) mo{D) = m{C) D+ = m{C) m^{D) = mo{D) = т^{С * D); 
(5) m{C) D_ я D^ ={C^ D)_, m{C) D я D^ ={C* D)^; 
(6) m(C) m+{D) я m+(D) = m+(C * D), 
Proof. Since Do = (C * D) Ô = Co A Do is a periodic 5-class of L-type, D is 
a periodic archimedean class with idempotent, say e\ and also the Djg-class e'^E is 
of L-type. First suppose С ^ D. Then since Do = Co A Do < Co, we have С < D. 
(1) Г Case: m{C) = C. Let x G С and j ; G i )_ . Then x < e' ^ j ; and by [2] 
Lemma L4, we have xy g e'y = e'. On the other hand, it follows from [2] Lemma 
6.3 that e' = xe' ^ xy. Hence xj; = e' and so m(C) JD_ = CD- = { '̂} = Wo(i)) = 
= Шо(С * D). Since mo(i>) S D_, we have m{C) mo(i)) = С mo(i)) = mo(D) = 
= mo(C * JD). Finally let x e С and у G m+(jD). Thus there exists an idempotent / ' 
of S such that e' < / ' , e' ^ E / ' , e' and / ' are consecutive in e '^^ and m+(D) = 
= \e\f\ Hence e' ^ 3; ^ / ' and xe' G С mo(D) = mo(i)) = {e']. We denote by F 
the archimedean class containing/ ' . Then by [2] Theorem 3.3, we have D bF and 
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so Co A Fô = Co A Do < Co. Also С < D < F and by [2] Theorem 5.11, 
С * F = min {Z G ^ ; С ^ Z ^ F and Z e C5 л F^} 
= min {Z G ^ ;̂ С ^ Z ^ F and Z G C5 л Ш} ^ С * D ^ С * F . 
Hence C^F=C*D = D<F. Hence by Lemma 1.5, we have xf e CF = 
= mo(C * F) = mo{D) = {e'} and so xf = e'. Hence e' = xe' ^ xy ^ xf = e' 
and so xy = e'. Hence m{C) m+{D) = С m+(D) = { '̂} = mo{D) = mo(C * D). 
2° Case: m(C) is arbitrary and m(D) G {mo(l>), I>_, m+(Z))}. Let x G m(C) and 
y G m(D) and let X be the archimedean class containing x. Then by Lemma 1.2, 
we have Do = (C ^ D) Ö = Co A Do < Co = Co A XÔ and by [2] Lemma 5.6, 
there is no Z G ^ such that Z e Do and Z lies between С and X. In particular, D does 
not lie between С and X and, since С < D, we have X < D. Also Xô A Do = Do = 
= Co A Do <CÔ^XÔ and 
D = С * D = min {Z G ^ ; С ^ Z ^ D and Z G C<5 л D^} 
= min {Z G ^ ; С ^ Z ^ D and Z G Do} 
= min {Z G ^ ; X ^ Z ^ D and Z G DO} 
= min { Z G ^ ; Z ^ Z ^ D and Z G X < 5 A DO} = X ^^ D . 
Hence by 1°, x j G Z m{D) = Wo(D) and so m{C) m[D) = mo(-D) = т^{С * D). 
(2) r Case: m{C) - С Let XG С and J;G !)+. Then x < у ^ e' and by (1) 
xe' G С mo(l>) = fno{D) = {e'}. Hence xy g x^' = e'. Since D is a periodic archi­
medean class with idempotent e\ we have y" = e' for some natural number n. First 
suppose xy ^ yx. Then x"e' = x " / ^ (xy)" ^ e'" = e' and by (1) x''e' e С m^y{D) = 
= mo{D) = [e'}. Hence (xy)" = e\ Next suppose yx g xy. Then e'x" = y"x" ^ 
^ (xy)" ^ e'. But D5 = (C * D) ^ = C(5 л D^ -< C5 and by [2] Lemma 4.7, 
we have D у C. Also since Do = Co A DO is of L-type, the ^^-class e'S^j is of L-type. 
Hence by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have e'x" = e' and so (xy)" = e'. Hence we always 
have (xy)" = e' and so xy G D . But since xy ^ e', we have xy e D.^. Hence 
m{C) D+ = CD+ Ç D+ = (C * i))+. Also by (1) 
m(C) D = CD = C{D+ u D_) = 
= CD+ u CD_ Ç D+ u mo(D) = D+ = (C * D)+ . 
2° Case: m(C) is arbitrary and fn{D) G {Z)+, D}. In a similar way to (1) 2°, we can 
prove that m{C) m{D) я D+ = {C^ D)+. 
(3) 1° Case: m{C) = C. Let xe С and у G m-.{D). Thus there exists an idempotent 
of' of S such that f̂' < e\ g' ^^ e\ g' and e' are consecutive in e'^^ and m^{D) = 
= [of', e']. We denote by G the archimedean class containing g\ Then G < D and 
by [2] Theorem 3.3, we have G ô D and so Co A Do = (C * D) Ô = Do = Go. But 
D = С * D = min (Z G ^ ; С ^ Z ^ D and Z G C^ л Do} 
= min {Z G ^ ; С ^ Z ^ D and Z G D5} 
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and so there exists no Z e ^ such that С ^Z < D nad Z e Db. Hence we have 
G<C<C^D = D and so x e \ß\ e'] = m_(£)). Hence by Lemma LI , xy e 
e m_(D) m_(D) ç m_(D) and so m{C) m^{D) == С m_(i)) Ç 7n_(Z)) = m_(C * D). 
2° Case: m(C) is arbitrary. In a similar way to (1) 2"̂ , we can prove m{C) m.{D) ç 
Ç m_(D) = m_(C * D). 
In the case when D g C, we can prove (4), (5) and (6) similarly. 
Lemma 1.7. Le^ C, D e^ such that Co л Do is a periodic ô-class of L-type and 
Co = CS A Do. Let m{D) be a modified archimedean class of D. Then С = С ^ D, 
which is a periodic archimedean class. Also 
(1) mo(C) m{D) = mo(C) = mo(C * D); 
(2) m+{C) m{D) Ç m+{C) = m+{C * D); 
(3) m^{C) m(D) ç m^{C) = m^{C * D). 
Proof. Since Co = Co A Do is a periodic ^-class of L-type, we have С -^ D = C. 
Also С = С * D is a periodic archimedean class with idempotent, say e, and the 
^£-class e^p^ is of L-type. 
(1) We have mo(C) = {e}. Let > e m{D) and let Y be the archimedean class con-
taining y. Then by Lemma L2, we have Co = Co A Do ^ Do ^ Yô and so by [2] 
Lemma 4.7, we have Cy Y. Hence by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have ey = e and so 
mo(C) m{D) = {e} = mo(C) = mo(C * D). 
(2) There exists an idempotent / of S such that e < f, e ^^f, e and / are con-
secutive in e^E and m+(C) = [ e , / ] . We denote by F the archimedean class con-
taining / . By [2] Theorem 3.3, we have С ô F and so Fô = CS = Co A Do = 
= FÔ A Do which is a peripdic ^-class of L-type. Hence by (1) we have mo(C) m{D) = 
= mo(C) = {e} and mo(F) m{D) = mo(F) = {/}. Now let x e m+{C) and y e m{D). 
Then e S ^ S f and so ey ^ x j ^ /y . Since ey e т^{С) m{D) = {e} and fy e 
e mo(F) m(D) = {/}, we have e ^ xy S f and so x y e [ e , / ] = m+{C). Hence 
m+{C) m{D) £ m+lc) = m+{C ^ D), 
(3) can be proved in a similar way. 
Lemma 1.8. Let С e ^ such that Co is a periodic ô-class of L-type. Then 
(1) if m{C) G {mo(C), m+{C), m^{C)}, then С m{C) = mo(C) = mo(C * C); 
(2) CC ^ С = C*C, CC+ ЯС+ =(C^ C)+, CC. ŒC^={C^ C ) _ ; 
(3) г/ m{C) e {mo(C), m+(C), m_(C), C_}, Йеп C+ m(C) = mo(C) = mo(C * C); 
(4) if m{C) e {C, C+}, Г/гвп C+ m(C) с c+ = (C * C)+; 
(5) z/ m(C) G {mo(C), m+(C), m_(C), C^.}, /̂zew C_ m(C) = mo(C) = mo(C * C); 
(6) i / m{C) e (C, C_}, Гйеи C_ m(C) с c_ = (C * C)_. 
Proof. Since Co is a periodic (5-class of L-type, С is a periodic archimedean class 
with idempotent, say e, and the ^^-class e^E is of L-type. By [2] Lemma 5.8, we 
have С = C^C. 
(1) First suppose m(C) = mo(C). By [2] Lemma L4, e is the zero element of С 
and so С mo(C) = C{e} = {e} = mo{C) = mo(C* C). Next suppose m(C) = m+{C). 
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Thus there exists an idempotent/ of S such that e < f, e ^EL ^ a n d / are consecutive 
in e^E and m+{C) = [^ , / ] . We denote by F the archimedean class containing/. 
Then by [2] Theorem 3.3, we have С ô F and so F * С = F. Since e and / are con­
secutive in e^£, there is no idempotent h of S such that e < h < f and e 9)E h. 
Hence by [2] Lemma 6.7, CF is contained in a single archimedean class and so by 
[4] Theorem 2, CF Я C^ ^ C. Now let xeC and yem^{C) = [ e , / ] . Then 
e S У S f and xe e С т^{С) = ш^{С) = [e]. Also by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have 
fx = / a n d so (xfY = xfxf = xf. Moreover, since xfe CF Ç C, x / i s an idempotent 
in С and so xf = e. Hence e = xe й xy ^ xf = e and so xy = e. Hence С m+{C) = 
= {e} = mo(C) = mo(C * C), Similarly we can prove that С m_(C) = mo(C) = 
= mo(C * C). 
(2) Since С is a subsemigroup of 5, we have CC ^ С = С ^ C. Let xe С and 
j^ G C+. Then y ^ e and so xj; ^ xe = e. Also x>' e CC S с and so xy e C+. 
Hence CC+ с C+ = (C * C)+. Similarly we can prove that CC^ ^ C^ = {C^ C)_. 
(3) By (1), we have C+ mo(C) ç С mo(C) = mo(C), C+ m+(C) Ç С m+(C) = . 
= mo(C) and C+ m^{C) Ç С m_(C) = mo(C) and so C+ mo(C) = C+ m+(C) = 
= C+ m^{C) = mo(C) - mo(C * C). 
Let X e C+ and j e C_. Then x, у G C, x ^ e and e ^ y. Hence e — xe ^ xy ^ 
^ ey = e Sind so xj; = e. Hence C+C_ = {e} = mo(C) = mo(C * C). 
(4) By Lemma LI, С + is a subsemigroup of S and so C+C+ ^ C+ = (C * C) + . 
Also by (3), C+C = C+{C+ u C_) = C4-C+ u C+C. Ç C+ u mo(C) = C+ and 
so C+C Ç C+ = ( C * C ) + . 
(5) and (6) can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 1.9. Let C, D e^ such that Co л Do is a periodic ô-class of L-type and 
Co = Co A DS. Let m{D) be a modified archimedean class of D. 
(1) If С < D, then C+ m{D) = mo(C) = mo(C * D). 
(2) If D < C, then C_ m{D) = mo(C) = mo{C * D). 
Proof. Since Co = Co A Do is a periodic 5-class of L-type, С is a periodic 
archimedean class with idempotent, say e, and the ^^-class e^E is of L-type. Also 
by Lemma L7, we have С = С ^ D, 
(1) Suppose С < D. Let x e C+ and >' e m[D) and let 7 be the archimedean class 
containing y. Then by Lemma L2, we have Co = Co A Do ^ Do ^ Yd, By way 
of contradiction we assume у < e. Then we have Y ^ С < D and by [2] Lemma 5.6, 
we have Do = Do A YÔ ^ CO ̂  DS. Hence DS = CS and so D is a periodic 
archimedean class with idempotent, say e\ Since m(D) contains an element y e Y 
such that Y < D, we must have m{D) = m-(D). Hence there exists an idempotent g' 
of S such that g' < e\ g' ^ ^ e', g' and e' are consecutive in C'SJE and m^{D) = 
= \g\ e\ Since y e m[D) = m^{D), we have g' -^ y < e < e\ Further since 
D ^ C, it follows from Theorem 3.3 that e ^E ^'^ which contradicts that g' and é 
are consecutive in e'^£. Hence we have e ^ y. Also since x e C+, we have x ^ e. 
Hence e — xe ^ xy ^ ey. But since CS ^ DS, it follows from [2] Lemma 4.7 that 
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Су D and so by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have ey = e. Hence xy = e and so C+ m[^D) = 
= {e] = mo(C) = mo(C * D\ 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 1.10. Let C, D e^ such that CS л Do is a periodic ô-class of L-type and 
Co ~ Co A Do. Let e and h be the idempotents of С and D * C, respectively. 
(1) If С < D, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) CD is contained in a single archimedean class; 
(a) CD ^ C-; 
(iii) ch = e for every ce C-. 
(2) If D < C, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(iv) CD is contained in a single archimedean class; 
(v) CD Ç C+; 
(vi) ch = e for every с e C+. 
Proof. Since {D * C) 3 = Do A Co = Co, С and JD * С are really periodic 
archimedean classes. Also by [2] Theorem 3.3, ^ ^E h and, since CS = Co A DS 
is of L-type, the ^^-class e^^ is of L-type. 
(1) Suppose С < D. First suppose CD is contained in a single archimedean class. 
Then by [2] Theorem 6.6 and [4] Theorem 2, we have CD Ç C_. Next suppose 
CD Ç C_. Let с e C_. Since С < D, we have С ^ D^ С ^ D and so there exists 
d e D such that h ^ d. Also since с e C_, we have e ^ c. Hence e = eh -^ ch -^ cd. 
Since cd e CD Я: C^ ^ С and С is convex, we have ch e C. But by [2] Theorem 2.7, 
he = h and so (chy = chch = ch. Hence ch is an idempotent of С and so ch = e. 
Finally suppose that ch = e for every с e C-. Then by [2] Lemma 6.7, CD is con­
tained in a single archimedean class. 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 1.11. Let C, D e^ such that CS л DS is a periodic S-class of L-type, 
CS — CS A DS and CD is contained in a single archimedean class and let m[D) 
be a modified archimedean class of D, 
(1) Suppose that С < D and in the case when D is a periodic archimedean class 
and m{D) = m+{D) we have CS ф DS. Then C_ m{D) ^ C^ =-{C^ i))_ and 
Cm{D) с C- = (С*!))- . 
(2) Suppose that D < С and in the case when D is a periodic archimedean 
class and m{D) = m-{D) we have CS ф DS. Then C+ m(D) Ç C+ = (C * D)+ 
and С m{D) я C+ = (C* D)+. 
Proof. By Lemma L7, we have С = С * D. Also С is a periodic archimedean 
class with idempotent, say e. Since CS = CS A DS is of L-type, the ^^-class e^^ 
is of L-type. 
(1) Г Case: m{D) = D. Then by Lemma LIO, we have С m{D) = CD с с = 
= (С * Z))_ and C_ m{D) ç С m{D) ^ C^ ={C^ /))_. 
2° Case: D is a periodic archimedean class and m[D)e {D^, D_, mo(D)}. Since 
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m{D) ç D, we have by Г С m{D) я CD ^ C^ = {C* D)_ and C^ m{D) ^ 
Ç C„D Ç C_ = ( C * D ) _ . 
3° Case: D is a periodic archimedean class with idempotent e' and m(D) = m-(^) -
Thus there exists an idempotent g' of S such that g' < e\ g' ^^ e\ g' and e are 
consecutive in e'Q)^ and m-.{D) = [g\ e'\ We denote by G the archimedean class 
containing g'. Then by [2] Theorem 3.3, we have G b D. By way of contradiction 
we assume G < С Then since G < С < D, it follows from [2] Lemma 5.6 that 
we have Db = Gb A Db ^ Cb =^ Cb A Db ^ Db and so Cb = Db -= Gb. Hence 
by [2] Theorem 3.3, e, g', e' e e'^£ and since G < С < D, we have g' < e < e\ 
which contradicts that g' and e' are consecutive in e'Q^. Hence we have С ^ G < D 
and ^o e ^ g' < e'. Now let x e С and у e m_(D). Then e ^ g' S У S e' and so 
e = xe ^ xj^ ^ xe'. Here e e C_ and by 1°, xe' e CD ^ C_. But by Lemma LI , 
C_ is convex and so xy e C_. Hence С m(D) = С m-.{D) ^ C- = {C ^ D)_ and 
also C_ m(D) = C_ m_(i)) ç С m_(Z)) ^ С. ={C^ D)_. 
4° Case: D is a periodic archimedean class and m{D) = m+(D). By assumption, 
we have Cb Ф D^ and, since Cb = Cb A Db ^ Db, we have Cb -< Z)(5. Now let 
xe С and j G m+(D). We denote by Y the archimedean class containing y. Then 
by Lemma L2, we have Db < Yb and so (C ^ D) b = Cb A Db = Cb < Db = 
= Db A Yb. Hence by [2] Lemma 5.6, there exists no Z e ^̂  such that Z e Cb and Z 
Hes between D and Y. In particular, С does not he between D and 7and, since С < D, 
we have С < Y. Also 
7 * С - m a x { Z G ^ 
= max {Z E^ 
== max {Z G ^ 
= max {Z G^ 
С ^ Z ^ F and Z G C(5 л 7(5} 
С ^ Z ^ 7 and Z G C(5} 
С ^ Z ^ D and Z G C<5} 
С ^ Z ^ D and Z G C(5 л 1)5} = D * С . 
Since (D * C) 5 = C5 л Db, i ) * C — 7 * C is a periodic archimedean class with 
idempotent, say h. Since CD is contained in a single archimedean class, it follows 
from Lemma LIO that ch = e for every ce C- and, applying Lemma LIO again, 
we have xy e CY ^ C_. Hence С m{D) = Cm+{D) ç C_ = (C * D)_ and also 
C_ m(Z)) = C_ m^(/)) ^ С m+(Z)) ^ C^ =(C^ D)_. 
5° Case: D is a torsion free archimedean class and m(D) == m+(D). Since C(5 = 
= Cb A Db is a, periodic (5-class and Db is a torsion free (5-class, we have Cb ф D5. 
In a similar way to 4°, we can prove that С m(D) = С m+(D) ^ C^ = [C ^ D)_-
and C_ m(D) = C_ m±(jD) ç C_ = (C * D)_. 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 1.12. Let C, D e'^ such that Cb = Db is a periodic b-class of L-type. 
(1) Suppose С < D. We denote m+{D) = [ e ' , / ' ] . Thus e' is the idempotent 
of D and f is the idempotent of S such that e' < f, e' Q)jif' and e' and f are 
consecutive in e'^^. We denote by F the archimedean class containing f\ 
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(i) / / CF is contained in a single archimedean class, then С m+{^) — wio(C) = 
= mo(C * D) and C_ m+{D) = mo(C) = Wo(C * D). 
(ii) / / CF is not contained in a single archimedean class, then С m+(D) ^ 
Ç m+{C) = m+{C * D) and C_ m+{D) ç m+{C) = m+{C * D). 
(2) Suppose D < С We denote m_(jD) = [g\ e'\ Thus e' is the idempotent of D 
and g' is the idempotent of S such that g' < é, g' ^^ ^' ^^^ в' ^^^ ^' ^^^ consecutive 
in e'^ß. We denote by G the archimedean class containing g', 
(i) / / CG is contained in a single archimedean class, then С m-{D) = mo(C) = 
= mo(C * D) and C+ m-{D) = mo(C) = mo(C * D), 
(ii) / / CG is not contained in a single archimedean class, then С m-(D) ^ 
Ç m-{C) = m..{C * D) and C+ m-{D) ç m-{C) = m.{C * D). 
Proof. We denote by e the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class С 
(1) Since e' ^^f, it follows from [2] Theorem 3.3 that С ^ D <5 F and С = С * D. 
Now let XE С and у e m^(D). Then since С < D < F, WQ have e < e' S У й f 
and so e = xe ^ xy ^ xf. 
(i) Suppose CF is contained in a single archimedean class. Then by Lemma 1.10, 
xf eCF ^ C- Я C. But by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have fx = f and so {xf'Y = 
= xf'xf = xf. Hence xf is an idempotent of С and so xf = e. Hence xy = e. 
Hence С m+(D) = {e} = mo(C) = mo(C * D) and also, since C_ m+{D) ^ 
Ç С m+{D), we have C_ m+(i)) = mo(C) = mo(C * D). 
(ii) Next suppose that CF is not contained in a single archimedean class. Then 
by [4] Theorems 3 and 4, there exists an idempotent/ of S such that e < f, e SJ^f, 
e and / are consecutive in e^^ ^^^ ^F Ç [ e , / ] . Hence xf e CF я [^,/] and so 
e ^ xy ^ xf ^ / . Hence xy e [e,f] = m+{C). Hence С m+{D) Ç m+(C) = 
= m+{C * D) and also C_ m+(D) ç С m+(i)) Ç m+(C) = m+(C * D). 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 1.13. Let C, D e^ such that Co л Do is a periodic ô-class of Lrtype, 
Co = Co A Do and CD is not contained in a single archimedean class and let 
m(D) be a modified archimedean class of D. 
(1) If С < D, then C_ m{D) ç m+{C) = m+{C * D) and С m{D) ç m^{C) = 
= m^{C^D). 
(2) If D < C, then C+ m{D) Ç m_{C) = m-{C * D) and С m{D) с m-{C) = 
= m^{C * D). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.7, we have С = С ^ D. We denote by e the idempotent of 
the periodic archimedean class С 
(1) r Case: m(D) = D. By [2] Theorem 6.8 and [4] Theorems 3 and 4, there 
exists an idempotent f of S such that e < f, e ^ ^ / , e and / are consecutive in e^ß 
and CD Ç [ e , / ] . Hence С m(D) = CD я [^,/] = m+(C) = m+{C * D) and also 
C_ m(D) = C_D Ç CD Ç m+{C) = m+(C * D). 
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2° Case: D is a periodic archimedean class and m{D) e {D+, D^, mo{D)], We 
have m{D) Я D and by 1°, C_ m{D) ç C_D Ç m+{C) = m+(C * D) and 
С m(jD) Ç CD Ç m+{C) = m+{C * D). 
3° Case: D is a periodic archimedean class with idempotent e' and m(D) = m+(i^). 
Thus there exists an idempotent / ' of S such that e' < f\ e' ^EÎ\ ^' ^^id / ' are 
consecutive in e'Q)^ and m+{D) = [ e ' , / ' ] . We denote by F the archimedean class 
containing/ ' . Since e' ^Е/\ î  follows from [2] Theorem 3.3 that DSF and so 
Co = Co A Do = Co A FÖ is of L-type. Also we have С < D < F, Smce 
{D*C)Ô = Do A Co and {F * C) Ô = FÖ A Co = Do A Co, D*C and F * С 
are periodic archimedean classes. We denote by h and к the idempotents »f D * С 
and F * C, respectively. Since CD is not contained in a single archimedean class, 
it follows from [2] Lemma 6.7 that there exists an idempotent / of S such that e < / , 
e ^ £ / a n d e a n d / are consecutive in eS^^ ^^d also there exists с e C_ \ {<?} such that 
ch = / . Since D < F, it follows from [2] Lemma 5.7 that D ^ С ^, F ^^ C. Hence 
h й k and so ^ < ей ^ cfc. Hence by Lemma LIO, CF is not contained in a single 
archimedean class and so by [2] Theorem 6.8 and [4] Theorems 3 and 4, CF ç 
Ç [ e , / ] . Now let X G С and у e m+{C) = \e'J'\ Then e < e' ^ y ^ f 2inà so 
e = xe -^ xy ^ xf with xf e CF Я [^?/]- Hence xy e [^,/] = in+{C) and so 
С m{D) = С m+{D) ç m+(C) = m+{C * D) and also C_ m(D) = C_ m+(D) ç 
Ç С m+{D) Ç m+(C) = m+(C * D). 
4° Case: D is a periodic archimedean class with idempotent e' m[D) = m_(D). 
Thus there exists an idempotent g' of S such that g' < e\ g' Q)^ e\ g' and e' are 
consecutive in e'^^ ^^^ m^(D) = \g\ e'\ We denote by G the archimedean class 
containing g'. Since g' О)^ e\ it follows from [2] Theorem 3.3 that G 5 D. By way 
of contradiction we assume G < С Then since G < С < D, it follows from [2] 
Lemma 5.6 that Do = Do A Go ^ Co = Co A Do ^ Do and so Co = Do. Hence 
by [2] Theorem 3.3, we have g', e, e' e e^^- ß^ t̂ since G < С < D, we have g' < 
< e < e\ which contradicts that g' and e' are consecutive in e'^J^,. Hence we have 
С ^ G < D. Since CD is not contained in a single archimedean class, it follows 
from [2] Theorem 6.8 and [4] Theorems 3 and 4 that there exists an idempotent/ 
of S such that e < / , e^^f and e and / are consecutive in e^^ and CD ç \ß,f\ 
Now let XEC and y e m^(D) = [g\ e']. Then we have e ^ g' ^ y S e' and so 
e = xe ^ xy ^ xe' with xe' e CD ^ [^ , / ] . Hence we have xy e [ e , / ] == m+{C). 
Hence С m{D) = С m_.(D) с w+(C) = m+(C * D) and also C_ m{D) = 
= C_ m_(D) Ç С m_(D) с m+(C) = m+{C * D). 
5° Case: D is a torsion free archimedean class and m{D) = m±(D). Since D6 is 
a torsion free ^-class, C^ = C<5 л Do is a periodic (5-çlass and C^ = C5 л D^ ^ 
=< Do, we have C^ -< Do. Now let x e С and у e m±(D). We denote by Y the 
archimedean class containing y. Then by Lemma L2, we have Do ^ Yô and so 
(D * C) ^ = D(5 л C^ = C(5 -< D^ = D(5 л Yd. Hence by [2] Lemma 5.6, there 
is no Z e ^ such that Z E C3 and Z lies between D and 7. In particular, С does not 
lie between D and Y and, since С < D, we have С < Y. Also 
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y * с ==: max {Z 6 '^; C^Z^Y and Z e 75 л CS\ 
== max {Z e ^ ; С ^ Z ^ У and Z e Cb] 
= max {Ze'e-, С ^ Z g i) and Z G C5} 
= max {Z G ^ ; С g Z ^ D and Z G i)5 л C5} = i) * С . 
We denote by /i the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class D ^ С — Y ^ С, 
Since CD is not contained in a single archimedean class, it follows from Lemma 1.10 
that there exists ceC- such that ch Ф e and so by Lemma 1.10 again, C 7 is not 
contained in a single archimedean class. Hence by [2] Theorem 6.8 and [4] Theorems 
3 and 4, there exists an idempotent f of S such that e < f, e ^E/ and e and / are 
consecutive in e^E and CY я [ e , / ] . Hence xy e CY я [^^Z] = m+(C) and so 
С m{D) = С m±{D) ç m+{C) = m+{C * D) and also C_ m(i)) = C_ m±(D) с 
с с mi(D) s m+{C) = m+{C * D). 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 1.14. Let C, D G^ and let m(C) and m{D) be modified archimedean 
classes of С and D, respectively. Then there exists a modified archimedean class 
m{C * D)of C^ D such that m{C) m(D) ç m{C * D), 
Proof. Case: Co л Do is torsion free. Then by [2] Theorem 6.1, if Cnon^ D, 
then we have either С у D or D у C. Hence by Lemma 1.3, we have the assertion. 
Case: Co л Do is periodic of L-type and Co Ф Co A DO. Then we have Co л 
A DS < CS. If С * D =^ D, then the assertion holds by Lemma 1.5. If С * D = D, 
then the assertion holds by Lemma 1.6. 
Case: Co л Do is periodic of L-type and Co = Co A DO. Then С is a periodic 
archimedean class and so m{C)e{C,C^, С-,т^[С),т+[С),т^[С)]. If m{C)e 
G {mo(C), m+(C), m_(C)}, then the assertion holds by Lemma 1.7. If т{С)е 
G (С, C+, C_} and D = C, then the assertion holds by Lemma 1.8. If either m{C) = 
= C+ and С < D or m(C) = C_ and D < C, then the assertion holds by Lemma 
1.9. If either m(C) e {C, C_} and С < D or m{C) e {C, C+} and D < C, then the 
assertion holds by Lemmas 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13. 
Case: Co л Do is periodic of Я-type. We have the assertion dually. 
Corollary 1.15. Let C^,..., C„e^ and, for each natural number 1 ^ i ^ и, 
let m{Ci) be a modified archimedean class of C .̂ Then there exists a modified 
archimedean class m{Ci * . . . * C„) of C^ * . . . * C„ such that m[Ci) . . . m{C„) Ç 
£ m{Ci * . . . * C„). 
In particular, for C^, ..., C^e^, there exists a modified archimedean class 
m[C^ * . . . * C„) o/ Ci * . . . * C„ such that C^ ...C„ ^ m{C^ * . . . * C„). 
§2 
Lemma 2.1. Let Cj , ...,C„e'^ such that C^ô л . . . л C„5 is a torsion free S-class. 
Then there exists a natural number 1 ^ i ^ n such that Cß = C^ô л . . . л C^ô. 
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Proof. We put с - Cl * .. . * Q , Dl = max { Q , ..., C„} and D2 = 
= min{Ci, ..., C„}. Then D^ = Cj and D2 = Cj, for some natural numbers 1 ^ 
ujun and 1 ^ kS n. By Lemma 1.4, C(5 = (Cj * ... * C„) <5 = Ci^ л .. . 
... л C„5 and so С is a torsion free archimedean class. Hence С is either positive 
torsion free or negative torsion free. First suppose С is positive torsion free. By [2] 
Theorem 5.11, we have С = Ci * ... * C„ ^ jDi * ... * Di = Di = C .̂ But Co = 
= C1Ô л . . . л Cß =̂  Cjô and so by [2] Lemma 4.7, we have С y Cj. Hence by 
[2] Lemma 5.1, we have С = Cj and so Cjô = CS = C^ô л ... л C„ô. Next suppose 
С is negative torsion free. Then we obtain in a similar wat that С = Q and Q<5 = 
= C^ô A ... A C„(5. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that Cj, ..., C„ e ^ swc/i г/гдГ Cj^ л .. . л C„ô is a torsion 
free ô-class and there exists an archimedean class A such that for every natural 
number 1 ^ i ^ n such that Cfô — C^ô л ... л С„^, we have С^ ~ А. Then 
С 1 . . . С , ^ Л = C i * . . . * Q . 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, there really exists a natural number 1 ^ f ^ n such that 
C1Ô = C^ô л . . . л CJ>. Hence by assumption Aô — C^ô — C^ô л . . . л Сф. In 
particular Л is а torsion free archimedean class. Now we denote by j the least natural 
number \ ^ j ^ n such that Сф A ... л C^ô = C^ô л . . . л CJ>. We show that 
(*) Cl . . .С, . Ç Л = Cl * . . . * C , . . 
If J == 1, then Ci^ = Ci<5 л ... л CJ> and so, by assumption, we have Ci = A. 
Hence (*) holds. Next suppose 7 > 1. Then for every natural number p such that 
1 g P ^ J - 1, we have Л^ - Ci^ л ... л C„^ -< Ci^ л ... л C^._i^ < C^ô by 
the minimality of j and so Л ф C^. On the other hand C^ô л . . . л C^ô = C^ÔA...A C„Ô 
is torsion free <5-class and so by Lemma 2.1, we have Cfô = C^ô л . . . л Cjô = 
= C^ô л ... л C„ô for some 1 ^ i й j and then by assumption, Ĉ  == A. Hence. 
we must have i ~ j and so we have Cj = A. Also since Cjô == Aô = C^ô л ... 
. . . л C„ô < Ciô л ... л Су_1^ = (Cl * ... * Cy_i)^, we have Cj non^ Ci * . . . 
. . . *Cy_ i and also by [2] Lemma 4.7, Cy 7 Ci * ... * Cy_i. By Corollary 1.15, 
there exists a modified archimedean class m(Ci * ... * Cj_i) of C i * . . . * C y _ i 
such that Ci . . . Cj_^ ç m(Ci * ... * Cy_i). Hence by Lemma 1.3, we have Ci .. . 
...Cj ^ m{C^ * ... * C,._i) Cj Ç Cj = A. Further by [2] Theorem 6.1, we have 
Л = Cy = (Ci * ... * Cy_i) * Cj. Thus we obtain (*). 
Now let fc be a natural number such that j ^ к < n and Ci ... C^ £ Л = 
= Cl * ... * Cfc. Then AÔ = Ci^ л ... л C„<5 =̂  C^ + iô. First suppose Aô < C^+iô. 
Then A non^ C^+i and Ay Cj,+ i. Hence by [2] Theorem 6.1, 
Ci . . . CfcC/i-̂ i Ç ACj^+i ^ A = A ^ ^k+i — Ci .* . . .* C;̂  * C;t+i • 
Next suppose Aô = Cj^+^ô. Then C^ + i^ = Aô = C^ô л ... л С„<5 and so by 
assumption, C^+i = A. Hence 
Ci ...C;,Cfc+i Ç ACj,+^ = AA^A = A*A=^ Q * ... * Ĉ^ * C^̂ +i . 
By induction, we obtain Cj ... C„ ç Л = Ci * ... * C„. 
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Theorem 2.3. Suppose that C^, ..., C„E^ such that C^ô л ... л C^ô is a torsion 
free ô'Class and there exist two distinct archimedean classes A and В such that 
there exist natural numbers 1 ^ i ^ n and 1 ^ j -^ n such that C^d — С jo = 
= Cid л ... л C„(5, Ci = A and Cj = B. Then Ci ... C„ is not contained in a single 
archimedean class. Also in this case, we have 
С,...С,Я: nu{A) = т± (Б) - m^{C, * ... * C„). 
Proof. Since AÔ = С^д = C^ô л ... л С„<5 = C^ô = Во, А and В are torsion 
free archimedean classes which he in the same ^-class. Hence by [2] Theoren^ 3.5, 
the (5-class Aö = BÔ consists of exactly two elements A and B. Without loss of general-
ity, we can assume A < B. Then A is negative torsion free and В is positive torsion 
free. We put Dj = min {C^, ..., Q } and D2 = max {Cj, ..., C„}. Then D^ ~ Cp 
and D2 = Cq for some natural numbers 1 -^ p ^ n and 1 :^ q S n. Hence Aô = 
== C^ô л . . . л C„ô < Cpö = D^ô and BÔ - C^ô л ... л C,ß < C^ô = D2Ô and 
so by [2] Lemma 4.7, we have Ay D^ and В y D2. Also we have D^ ^ Ci = A< В = 
= Cj S T>2 and so by [2] Lemma 5.1, we have A = D^ and В = D2. Hence for 
every natural number 1 ^ r .^ n, we have A = D^ ^ C^ ^ D2 = B. Now пг^{А) = 
= т+{В) and this is the set of elements x of S such that the archimedean class con­
taining the element x lies between A and B. Thus Ĉ  Ç ^ ± ( ^ ) for every natural 
number 1 g r ^ n. Also by [3] Theorem 9, there exists an o-homomorphism v 
of m+(y4) into the additive ordered group of real numbers such that 
if X G A, then v{x) < 0; 
if X e m+{A) \ (A. u B), then v[x) = 0; 
if X G Б, then v[x) > 0. 
Now we take arbitrarily c^ G Q for each natural number 1 ^ r ^ n. Since Ci = A 
and Cj = B, we have v{c-^ < 0 and v[Cj) > 0. Now let v[ci) + ... + s v{ci) + .. . 
... 4- v[c„) and v{ci) + ... + t v(cj) + ... + v[c„) be sums arising from v[ci) + .. . 
. . . + v[c^) by replacing v[ci) by s v[Ci) and v[cj) by tv[cj), respectively, leaving 
other terms unchanged. Then since v[ci) < 0 and v[cj) > 0, we can consider, by 
taking 5 and t sufficiently large, 
v{c,...cl...c,) = <Ci) + ... + sv[ci) + ••• + <Cn) < 0 , 
v{c, ...cy..c,) = v{c,) + ... + t v[Cj) + ... + v{c„) > 0 . 
Hence Ci ... cl... c„e A and c^ ... c^j ... c^e B. But since both ĉ  ... c]... c,, and 
and Ci ... c^j ... c„ are elements of Cj ... C„, C^ ... C„ is not contained in a single 
archimedean class. 
Since Cf. Ç пг±{А) for every natural number 1 ^ r ^ n, it follows from Lemma LI 
that Ci ... C„ Ç= m±{A) = m+(B). Also by Lemma L4, we have (C^ * ... * C„) ^ = 
= Ci(5 л ... л C„ô — Aô and so C^ * ... * C„ G AÔ. But since Л(5 consists of exactly 
two elements A and B, we have C^ * ... * C„ = Л or C^ * .. . * Q = Б and in both 
cases, we have m^{Ci * ... * C„) = m±{A) = m±(B). 
Corollary 2.4. Let Cj, ...,Cne^ such that C^ô л ... л C,^ô is a torsion free 
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ô~ctass. Then С, .,. С. is conUiined in a single archimedean class if and only if 
the set 
{Cii i i^ a natural number, 1 ^ i ^ n and Cid = C^è л . . . л С„(5} 
is а one-element subset of ^. 
Lemma 2.5. Let C^, ..., C„ e %' such that C^ô л . . . л Cß is a periodic ô-class. 
Then mo(Ci * ... * C„) Ç Cj .. . C„. 
Proof. For each natural number 1 g i g n, we put 
m[Ci) = ^o(C'i) if Cf is a periodic archimedean class; 
m[C^ = Cf if Ci is a torsion free archimedean class. 
Then always we have m{Ci) ^ C .̂ Here we only consider the case when the periodic 
(5-class C^ö л ... л C„ô is of L-type. Let к be the least natural number 1 ^ к S n 
such that Ciô л . . . л Cj,ô = C^ô л ... л C„ô. 
Case: /с > 1. By the minimahty of k, we have (С^ * .. . * Q _ i) ^ * Q(5 = С^о л . . . 
. . . л Qc5 = Ciö л . . . л С„^ <; C^ô л ... л Q _ 1(5 = (С^ * .. . * Q _ i) ^. Also by 
Corollary L15, there exists a modified archimedean class m(Ci * . . . * C,,_i) of 
CjL * ... * Cfç^i such that m(C]) . . . m(Ci,^i) ^ m(Ci * ... * C^_i). First suppose 
that (Ci * .. . * Cfc_i) * C/̂  Ф C;̂ . Then by Lemma L5, we have m(Ci) . . . m{Cj.^i). 
. m(Cjt) ^ m(Ci * ... * Cfc_i) m(Cfc) = ^0(^1 * ••• * Q - i * Q ) and so m(Ci) ... 
. . . m[C}^) — mo(Ci * . . . * Cfc). Next suppose that (C^ * .. . * Cjt_i) * Ĉ^ = C/,. Then 
C;,(5 = (Ci * .. . * Ĉ t) (5 = Ci(5 л ... л Cj^ô == Ci(5 л ... л С„(5 and so С^ is а pe­
riodic archimedean class. Hence by definition, we have m(C,,) — mQ^Cj^) and by 
Lemma 1.6, we have m(Ci) . . . m{Cj,-i) m(Cj,) ^ m(Ci * .. . * C^-i) то(С^) = 
= mo(Ci * .. . * Cfc_i * Cjt) and so m(Ci) . . . m(C t̂) = mo(Ci * .. . * C^). 
Case: к = 1. Then C t̂̂  = Cjc? л .. . л C„ô and so C^ is a periodic archimedean 
class and so m(Ci) = mo(Ci). 
Thus always we have m{Ci) . . . m{Ci^) = mo(Ci * ... * C^). Now let jp be a natural 
number such that к -^ p < n and m{C^ . . . m{C^ = ^0(^*1 * ... * Cp). Then by 
Lemma 1.1, we have m{C^ . . . m(C ,̂) m(Cp+i) = mJ^C^ * . . . * Cp) m(Cp+i) — 
= mo(Ci * .. . * Cp * Cp+i). Hence by induction, we obtain m{Ci) . . . т{С^) = 
= mo(Ci * .. . * C„). Since т(С,-) £ c^ for every natural number 1 ^ f ^ n, we have 
mo(Ci * .. . * C„) = m(Ci ) . . . m{C,) ç C^ ... C„. 
Theorem 2.6. Le^ C^, ..., C^JG*^ such that Ci..,Cj^ is contained in a single 
archimedean class. Then Cj ... C„ ^ C^ * ... * C„. 
Proof. First suppose that C^ô л . . . л C„ö is torsion free. Then by Corollary 2.4, 
there exists an archimedean class A such that for every natural number 1 ^ i ^ n 
such that Ciö = Ĉ c? л .. . л C^ô we have Ci = A. Hence by Theorem 2.2, we have 
C 1 . . . C , £ C i * . . . * C , , 
Next suppose that C^S л . . . л C„<5 is periodic. Then by Lemma 2.5, Ci . . . C„ 
contains the idempotent of the archimedean class C^ * .. . * C„ and since C^ ... C„ 
is contained in a single archimedean class, we have Ci ... C„ £ C^ * . . . * C„. 
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Lemma 2.7. Let a be an element of finite order n of S. If there exists an idem-
potent g of S such that a" ^E 9 ^nd a lies between a" and g, then n ^ 2. 
Proof. Suppose 1 < n. We only consider the case when a is positive, that is, 
a < a^. Then we have g < a < a^ ^ a"". By [2] Lemmas 1.6 and 1.1, we have 
a^ S£ g ox a"^ 0t g. For the sake of definiteness, we assume a" M д. Then a^'g = g and 
да" = a". Then g — g^ S ^9 ^ ^^9 = g and so g = ад. Hence gaga = да, 
ga^'ga^' = ga^ and so да and ga^ are idempotents of 5*. We have a < ga^, since ga^ S a 
would imply a" = ^ra" ^ .. . ^ ga^ ^ a, which is a contradiction. If a ^ да, then 
a^ S (дсгУ = да ^ a^ й ci^ and if да й ci, then a^ g {ga^'У = ga'^ = {да) a g 
^ a^ S ^^- Hence always we have a^ = a^. 
Lemma 2.8. Let С be a periodic archimedean class in S. 
(1) / / there exists D e С such that С < D and С ô D, then C^ ^ C^,. 
(2) / / there exists D e С such that D < С and С ô D, then C^ <=. C-., 
Proof. (1) Since С is periodic and С 5 D, it follows from [2] Theorem 3.2 that D 
is also a periodic archimedean class. We denote by e and / the idempotents in С 
and D, respectively. Then by [2] Theorem 3.3, we have e ^Ef- Also since С < D, 
we have e < f. Now let x, у e C-. Then we have e ^ x^' -^ x < f and e ^ j ^ ^ 
S У < f and so by Lemma 2.7, we have x^ = j ; ^ = e. But we have either x ^ у 
or у ^ X. If X ^ у, then e = x^' ^ xy ^ y^" = e and if j ^ x, then e = y^' S ^У "a 
S x^ = e. Hence always we have xy = e and so C i = mo{C). Hence by Lemma L8, 
we have 
с C+ u mo(C) u mo(C) u mJ^C) = C+ . 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 2.9. Let C^, ..., Q e * ^ 5W(?/i that C^ô = C^ô л . . . л €„3 is а ô-class 
of L-type. 
(1) Suppose that C^ ... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class and 
Ci ... C„ Я m+(Ci), Thus, denoting by e the idempotent of the periodic ar­
chimedean class Ci, there exists an idempotent f of S such that e < f, e ^EL 
e and f are consecutive in e^E cind т^^{С^ = [ б , / ] . Let к be the least natural 
number such that C^ ..,Cj^ is not contained in a single archimedean class. Then 
(i) fe > L 
(ii) For every natural number 1 -^ i -^ к — 1, we have C^ .., Ci ^ C^. 
(iii) For every natural number 1 ^ i ^ к — l,we have C^ < Cj + j . In particular 
Ci < Q . 
(iv) We denote by h the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class Q * C^. 
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Then e < f < h and h S^E^-
(v) C,,,.C,^m4C,y 
(vi) If X^EC^, ..., Xfc_ieCfe_i, y^eCk such that x^ ^^ х^^-хУкФ C^, then Xi ... 
... Xfe_i/i = / . Also there exists Xj, e Q such that x^ .., x^-iXj, = f. 
(vii) There exist x^ e C ,̂ ..., x„ e C„ such that x^ ... x„ = / . 
(2) Suppose that Ci ... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class and 
Ci ... C„ ^ m^{Ci). Thus, denoting by e the idempotent of the periodic ar­
chimedean class Ci, there exists an idempotent g of S such that g < e, g ^E^, 
g and e are consecutive in e^E ^^d m^{C^ = [g, e]. Let к be the least natural 
number such that Ci ... C^ is not contained in a single archimedean class. Then 
(i) k>L 
(ii) For every natural number 1 ^ î ^ к — 1, we have C^ ... Ci Я Cj. 
(iii) For every natural number 1 ^ i ^ к — l,we have C^+i < Cj. In particular 
Q < c,. 
(iv) We denote by h the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class Q * Cj. 
Then h < g < e and h ^E •̂ 
(v) C i . . . Q e m _ ( c J . 
(v i ) / / Xi eCi , ..., Xfc_i G Cfe_i, yfcGCfe such that Xj, ... х^^^у^ ф C^, then 
Xi ... Xj^^n^h = g. Also there exists x^e Cy. such that x^ ... x^-iX^ = g. 
(vii) There exist x^ e Cj, ..., x„ e C„ such that x^ ... x„ = g. 
Proof. (1) (i). Since Ci ... Q is not contained in a single archimedean class, it is 
clear that fc > 1. 
(ii) Let 1 ^ / ^ fe - 1. Then by the minimality of fe, Ci ... Ĉ  is contained in 
a single archimedean class. Hence by Theorem 2.6, we have Ci ... Ĉ  Ç Ci * ... * C .̂ 
If i = 1, then trivially we have Ci ... Cf ^ Cj. Suppose i ^ 2. Then we have C^ô =-
= C^ô л ... л C„ô < C2S л ... л Cid = (С2 * ... * Ci) ô and C^ô л 
л (C2 * ... * С) 5 = C^ô is of L-type. Hence Ĉ  ... C,- £ Ci * ... * Cf = Ci * 
*(C2* ... *Ci) = Q . 
(iii) By way of contradiction we assume C^+i g C^ for some natural number 
1 ^ г ^ fc - 1. Let Xi e C^, ...,X„E C„. Then by (ii), we have x^ ... Xf e Ci ... 
... Ci ^ C^. First suppose C^+i < Cj. Then we have x^+i < e and so x^ ... 
... XiXi+i ^ Xi ...XiC = e. Next suppose C^+i = C .̂ We denote by F the archi­
medean class containing the element/. Then Ĉ  < F. Also since e ̂ Ef\ it follows 
from [2] Theorem 3.3 that Ci ^F . Hence by Lemma 2.8, we have Xi ... x^x^+i e 
eCl ^ (Ci)+ and so x^ ...x^x^+i ^ e. Thus always we have x^ ...Xf+i S e. 
If i + 1 = n, then we have Xj, ... x„ ̂  e. Suppose г + 1 < n. Then for every 
natural number 1 Sj й Щ we have C^ô = С^д л ... л С„5 =̂  Cjô and by [2] 
Lemma 4.7, we have C^yCj. Also since C^ô is a 5-class of L-type, the D^-class e^E 
is of L-type. Hence by [2] Lemma 2.7, we have exj = e and so x^ ... x„ g :̂x;f+2 ••• 
>.. x„ = e. Thus always we have Xi ... x„ ^ e. On the other hand x^ ... x„e Ci ... 
... C„ Я m+(Ci) = [e , / ] , we have e ^ Xi ... x„. Hence Xj ... x„ = e and so 
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Cl ... C„ = {̂ } = Wo(Ci) Я Cj, wh ch contradicts that Ci ... C„ is not contained 
in a single archimedean class. 
(iv) Since Ci^ <̂  Cjô for every 1 g 7 ^ n, it follows from [2] Theorem 2.7 
that еу2 ..' Ук = ^ ôr every у2 e C2,.-., Уи e Ĉ  and so e e Ci ... Cĵ . Since Ci ... Ĉ  
is not contained m a single irchiraedean class, there exist x^ e Cj , . . . , x̂  e Ĉ  such 
that Xi ,.. х^ф Cx- But by (ii) x^ .,. x^ = (x^ .,, x^-i) x^e CiCk and so CiC^ 
contains an e).;ment which does not belong to Ci. On the other hand, since Ci^ =̂  
=̂  Ckô, we have e = ey^e СхП CiCj,. Hence CiC^ is not contained in a single archi­
medean class. Also by (iii) we have Ci < Ĉ  and, since Ci^ =̂  C^ô, we have Ci5 = 
= Ci^ л C^S. Hence by [2] Lemma 6.7, we have e < f < h. Moreover since 
C^S = Ci(5 л Cj,ô = [Ck " Cl) Ô, it follows from [2] Theorem 3.3 that h ^E e. 
(v) For every natural number 1 g j ^ n, we have Ciô =̂  Cjô and, since C^S is 
of L-type, we have Ci * Cj = Ci- Hence Ci * ... * Ĉ  = Ci. Now by Corollary 
1.15, there exists a modified archimedean class m(Ci * ... * C )̂ = w(Ci) such that 
Ci ... Cfc ^ m(Ci). But since Ci ... Ĉ  is not contained in a single archimedean 
class, we have either m(Ci) = m+(Ci) or m(Ci) = m_(Ci). By way of contradiction, 
we assume m(Ci) = m_(Ci). Let z^ e Ci, . . . , Zj^e Cj,. Then z^ .., Zj^e C^ ,,. Cf, ^ 
Ç m(Ci) = m_(Ci) and so z^ ... Zj^ ^ e. On the other hand, by (iii) we have Ci < C2 
and so ^ < Z2. Also by [2] Theorem 2.7 we have ez^ = ... = ezj^ = e and so Z1Z2 ... 
... Zfc ^ Zie... Zj, = e ... Zj^ = e. Hence z^ ... z^ = e and so Ci ... Cĵ  = [e] ^ Ci, 
which is a contradiction. Hence Ci ... Ĉ  £ w(Ci) = m+(Ci). 
(vi) Suppose that Xi e Ci, ..., x^^i e C^-i, y^ e Ĉ  such that Xi ... х^-^Ук Ф C^. 
Let F and X be archimedean classes which contain/and Xi ... Xi^^^y^, respectively. 
Then since Xi ... Х;̂ _^y^e C^ ... Cj^ ^ [^'/] ^^^ x^ ... X;,_ij;̂  ф C^, we have 
Ci < Z ^ F. We have Ci^ =< С^о. First suppose Ci^ = С^5. Then Ĉ^ * Ci = Ĉ  and 
so Cfe is a periodic archimedean class with idempotent h and in particular yj^h = h. 
Next suppose Ci^ < Сф. Then Cj,ô л (C^ * Ci) ö = C^ô л С^д л С^д = Ci5 < 
< Ckô and Cfe * {Ck * Cl) = Cfc * Cl and so by Lemma 1.6, yj,h e CjjnQ{Ck * ^i) = 
= mo(Cfe * Ci) = [h]. Hence always we have уф, = h. We have e^^f and by (iv), 
e ^sh and since Ci^ is of L-type, we have e^ f ^ h. Since Xi ... х^_ iĵ ^ ^ / < h, 
we have (xi ... x^^ij^)^ S {^i ... x^.ij^) h = x^ ... Xk-ih й fh = f. Also since 
(xi ... Х1^_1у^УеХ, we have e<(x i ... x^^^y^Y ^ Xi ... Xj,-ih. Now (C^ * Ci) 5 = 
= Ci^ and by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have (xi ... x^.ift)^ = Xi ... Xfc_i(/zxi ... 
... X;̂ _i) h = Xi ... Xfc_i/z and so Xi ... x^^^h is an idempotent of S. Further we 
have (xi ... Xk^^) e = (xi ... Xk-i){he) = Xi ... x^-ih and ^(xi ... x^-ih) = 
= {exI ... Xfc_ 1) ft "• eh = e and so Xi ... x̂ ._ i/z ^^ e. Since e and / are consecutive 
in e^£, we have x, ... x^„ ̂ h = / . 
If Ci<5 = Cfê , then since Ĉ^ * Ci = C ,̂ we can put x^ = h and then Xi ... x̂ -̂ î /t = 
= Xi ... Xk-ih = / . Next suppose Ci^ -< С^5. By (iii), we have Ci < Ĉ  and so 
C, é C;̂  * Ct g Cfe. But since (C^ * Ci) 5 = Ĉ ^̂  л С^о = Ci(5 -< C^ ,̂ we have 
Cfe * Ci Ф Cfc and so Cfe * Ci < C .̂ We take x̂  e Ĉ  arbitrarily. Then h < Xj, and 
so / = Xi ...Xfc-i/î й ^1 ...̂ fc-,Xfe On the other hand, by (v) we have Xi ... 
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... X;t_iXfc e Cl . . . Q — ̂ ^+(^1) = [ в , / ] and so x^ ... Xj^-iXj^-^ f. Hence x^... 
(vii) We have eeC^ and for every natural number 1 ^ j g и, we have C^ö ~ 
= C^ô л ... л C„ô. Hence for every Z2 e C2, . . . , Zj, e C^ we have e = ez2 . . . ^̂  e 
e Ci . . . Q . But since Cj .. . Q is not contained in a single archimedean class, there 
exist Xi e C i , . . . , x^-i e Q _ i , j ^ e Q such that x^ .. . х^-хУк Ф C^. Hence by (vi) 
there exists x^ e Q such that x^ ... x^-iXj, = / . Since e ^EL it follows from [2] 
Theorem 3.3 that FS = C^^ô = C^ö л . . . л C^ô =< Cjô for every natural number 
1 й j й n. We take Xĵ +i e Q + i , . . . , x„ G C„ arbitrarily. Then by [2] Theorem 
2.7, we have x^ ...x„ = (x^ ...х^)х^+1 . . .x„ = fx^+x . . .x„ = / . 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Lemma 2.10. Let C^, ....C^e^ such that C^d л . . . л C„(5 is a periodic ô-class 
of L-type. We denote by e the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class 
Cî * . . . * C„. Also let h be the least natural number such that Ciô л . . . л C,,<5 = 
= C^ô A . . . л C„ô. 
(1) For the following three conditions (i), (ii) and (iii), (i) implies (ii) and (ii) 
implies (iii). 
(i) Ci ... Cn is not contained in a single archimedean class and Ci ... C„ ^ 
Ç m+{Ci * . . . * C„). 
(ii) Ci * .. . * C/, = C/j = Q * ... * C„, C^... C„ is not contained in a single 
archimedean class, Cj,... C^ ^ т+{С^) = m+(Cfj * . . . * C„) and if h > 1, then 
Q < Ci * ... * Q_i . 
(iii) There exists an idempotent f of S such that e < f, e ^^f and e and f are 
consecutive in eQ)^ und also there exist x^ e C^,. . . , x„ e C„ such that x^ ...x^— f. 
(2) For the following three conditions (iv), (v) and (vi), (iv) implies (v) and (v) 
implies (vi). 
(iv) Ci . . . C„ is nof contained in a single archimedean class and C^ . . . C„ e 
e m_(Ci * . . . * C„). 
(v) Ci * . . . * Q = Q = Q, * .. . * C„, Си... C„ is not contained in a single 
archimedean class, C^ ... C„ ^ m-{Ch) = т-{С^ * . . . * C„) and if h > 1, then 
(vi) T/ier^ exists an idempotent g of S such that g < e, g ^^^ ^^d g and e are 
consecutive in e^ß and also there exist x^ e C^, ..., x„ e C„ such that x^ . . . x„ = g. 
Proof. By Lemma L4, (Cj * .. . * C„) ^ = C^ô л . . . л C„<5 and so C^ * . . . * C„ 
is really a periodic archimedean class. 
(1) First suppose (i) holds. If й = 1, then for every natural number 1 й j й n, 
we have Ciö = С^о л . . . л C„5 < Cjô and so C^ * Cj = Ci. Hence C^ == 
= Ci * .. . * C„. The remaining conditions of (ii) are evident. Suppose h > 1. Then 
by the definition of h, we have (Ci * ... * C^_i) ^ л C/,5 = Ci(5 л .. . л C^-i^ л 
л Cft̂  = Cid л . . . л С„5 < C^ô л . . . л Сй-1<5 = (Ci * . . . * C ^ - i ) 5 . Also by 
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Corollary 1.15, there exists a modified archimedean class m(Ci * ... * C/,_i) of 
Ci * ... * C^_i such that Q .. . Q - i e m(Ci * .. . * Q - i ) . Now by way of contra­
diction, we assume Ci * . . . * Q - i * Q Ф Q . Then by Lemma 1.5, we have C^ ... 
... Cf^^^Ch ^ m(Ci * .. . * C/,_i) Q = mo(Ci * . . . * Q _ i * Q) . Also for every 
natural number 1 ^ / ^ л, we have (C^ * . . . * Q ) ^ = C^^ л .. . л Сф = 
= Ci^ л ... л Q 5 < С / and so (Ci * ... * C )̂ ^ л С / = (Ci * .. . * C )̂ <5. Hence 
by Lemma 1.7, we have mo(Ci * . . . * C )̂ Cy = mo(Ci * .. . * C )̂ and so C^ .. . 
. . .С;,Сй+1...С„ Ç то (С1* . . .*СА)Сл+1. . .С„ = mo(Ci * ... * C )̂ ^ C i * . . . 
.. . * C^, which contradicts that Ci . . . C„ is not contained in a single archimedean 
class. Hence we have Ci * . . . * C^ = C/,. Also for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ n, 
we have Сф = (Ci * ... * C;,) 5 = Ci^ л .. . л Ĉ (5 = Ci(5 л .. . л C,,5 < Cjô and 
so C;, * Cj = C .̂ Hence Ĉ , * . . . * C„ = C .̂ We have C^ = Ci * . . . * C,, = (Ci * . . . 
. . . * C;,_ i) * (Cft * .. . * C„) = Ci * . . . * C„ and so e is the idempotent of C/,. By way 
of contradiction, we assume Ci * . . . * C^_i ^ C^. Let x^ e Ci, ..., x„ G C„. Then 
by Lemma 1.6, we have Xi .. . x^-iX;, e m(Ci * . . . * C^-i) C^ ^ (Q,)+ ^^^ ^^ 
Xi . . . X;,_ iX;, g g. Hence by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have Xi .. . x„ = Xi .. . x^ .. . x„ ^ 
^ é»... x„ = e. On the other hand, since Ci . . . C„ ^ ^ + ( ^ 1 * ... * C„), there exists 
an idempotent / of S such that e < / , e^ßf ^^^ ^ ^^^ f are consecutive in e^^ and 
also Ci ... C„ Ç [^j/]- Hence Xi . . . x„ e Ci . . . C„ Ç [^?/] and so e ^ Xi .. . x„. 
Hence Xi ... X„ = e and so Ci .. . C„ = {e\ ^ C .̂ which contradicts that Ci . . . C„ 
is not contained in a single archimedean class. Hence we have C;, < Ci * .. . * C^-i. 
By way of contradiction we assume C;,... C„ is contained in a single archimedean 
class. Then by Lemma 2.6, we have C^ .. . C„ £ C^ * . . . * C„ = C .̂ Hence by Lemma 
1.6, C i . . . C „ = ( C i . . . C , _ i ) ( C , . . . C „ ) Ç m ( C i * . . . * C , _ i ) C , e ( Q ) _ ç C„ 
which contradicts that Ci . . . C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class. Hence 
C/,... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class. Finally, by way of contra-
diction, we assume that Cy,... C„ is not contained in Tn+(^Cf^ * ... * C,j). Then, since 
C/j... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class, we must have Cf^... C„ S 
Ç m^(Ch * . . . * C„) = m-{Ci). Hence by Lemma 1.6 again, we have Ci .. . C„ с 
Ç m(Ci * .. . * Cft-i) т_(Сй) = mo(C;,) ^ C;,, which contradicts that Ci . . . C„ is 
not contained in a single archimedean class. Hence C^... C^^ я w+(C^ * ••• * C„) = 
= m^Q. 
Next suppose (ii) holds. Since C^ * .. . * C„ = C^ = Ci * ... * C/, = Ci * . . . 
. . . * C;, * .. . * C„, e is the idempotent of C^. Since C;, . . . C„ ^ '^+(Q) = 
= т+(Сй * .. . * C„), there exists an idempotent/of S such that e < f, e ^EL e a n d / 
are consecutive in e^E and Cf,...C^^ [ e , / ] . If /z = 1, then Ci^ = C^ö A ... 
. . . л C„^, Ci . . . C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class and Ci ... C„ e 
Ç m+(Ci). Hence by Lemma 2.9, there exist y^ G C i , . . . , y^ e C„ such that ^i .., j„ = 
= / . Next suppose h > 1. Then C;,(5 = (C^ * . . . * C„) (5 = C^^ л . . . л C„5 and so 
by Lemma 2.9, there exist 3̂ /. G C^,.. . , j;„ e C„ such that j ; ^ , . . j ; ^ == / . Now by the 
definition of /i, we have С^й = Ci^ л .. . л C^5 = Ci^ л . . . л С J <C^Ô A .. 
. . . л C^-i5. Since C^ < Ci * .. . * C^-i, we have 
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= maxIZe*^^; Q ^ Z ^ Q * . . . * Q - i and Z G ( C I H : . . . * Q _ I ) 5 Л Q ^ } 
= max {ZE^\ ChuZ ^ C^^ ..,* Q_i and Z e Q^} 
and so there exists no Z G ^ such that Q < Z ^ C^ * ... * C^-i and Z e Сф. We 
denote by F the archimedean class containing / . Then since e < f, we have Q, < F 
and, since C^EL it follows from [2] Theorem 3.3 that C^SF. Hence we have 
Ci * ... * C;,_-i < F. Further since e and / are consecutive in e^ß, there exists 
no Z e ^ such that Cf, < Z < F and Z e Сф. Also we have (C^ * ... * Q_i) ^ л 
л F^ = (Cl * ... * Q- i ) ^ л Q^ = Q5. Hence 
(Ci * . . . * C/,_-|i) * F 
= min{Ze^; Q *.. . * Q_i ^ Z ^ F and Z e ( Q *. . . * Q _ i ) ^ л Fd] 
= min { Z G ^ ; CI *. . . * C^-i ^ Z ^ F and Z G C^̂ } = F . 
We take j ^ G C^, ..., j , ,_i G C^-i arbitrarily. Then, by Corollary 1.15, there exists 
a modified archimedean class m(Ci * ... * C^_i) of Ci*...*Cft_i such that 
* ... * C;,_i). Hence by Lemma 1.6, J'l ... Л = Ji ... yn-if^ 
eC^,,.Ch-i mo(F) ç m(Ci * ... * C^.j) mo(F) = mo(F) - {/) and so y^...y„ = 
= / . 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 2.11. Let C^, ..., C^e^ such that Сф л ... л Сф is а periodic ô-class 
of L-type. We denote by e^ the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class 
Ci * ... * C„. Also let h be the least natural number such that Сф л ... л Сф — 
= Ci<5 л ... л Сф, 
(1) Cl ..,Сп is not contained in a single archimedean class and C^ ... Cj^ Я: 
Я m+(Ci *... * C„) if and only if there exists an idempotent fi of S such that e^ <f\, 
Ci ^ E / I and Ci andfi are consecutive in e^^^ and satisfies either 
(i) /z> 1, C i * . . . * C , = C, = C,*.. .*C„, C, < C i * . . . * C , _ i , C^...C, is 
not contained in a single archimedean class and Cf^... C„ Я mj^{Cf^ = т+{С^ * ... 
... * C„), or 
(ii) h = 1, Сф = Сф л ... л Сф, Cl < С2 and satisfies either 
(a) C1C2 /5 not contained in a single archimedean class and C1C2 ^ 
Ç m+(Ci * C2) = m+(Ci) = m+{Ci * ... * C„), or 
(b) C1C2 is contained in a single archimedean class and C2S л ... л C„ô = 
= Ciô л ... л С„(5. Also, denoting by 2̂ the idempotent of the periodic archimedean 
class C2 * Ci, there exists an idempotent /2 of S such that 2̂ ^/2? 2̂ ^ E A ? 2̂ 
and/2 are consecutive in e2^E ^^^ ^fi — /1 /^^ some x G (CI )_ ani satisfies either 
(bi) C2 * ... * C„ Ф C2 * Ci anJ /2 ÏS the idempotent of the periodic archi-
medean class C2 * ... * C„, or 
{^2) C2*...*C„ = C2*Ci, C2 ... C„ IS no^ contained in a single archimedean. 
class and C2 ... C„ e m+(C2 * ... * C„) = m+(C2 * С^). 
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(2) Ci ... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class and C^ ... C^ Я 
^ m_(Ci * . . . * C„) if and only if there exists an idempotent g i of S such that ö'i <^i> 
Qi ^E ^1 ^^d g I and Ci are consecutive in e^^^ ^"^ satisfies either 
(i) h>l, C i * . . . * C , = C, = C , * . . . * C „ , C i * . . . * C , _ i < C„ C,...C, is 
not contained in a single archimedean class and C^.. . C„ ^ m_(C/,) = m-{Cf^ * . . . 
.. . *C„), or 
(ii) /i = 1, Ci(5 = C^^ л ... л C„^, C2 < Cl аи^ satisfies either 
(a) C1C2 is not contained in a single archimedean class and C1C2 ^ 
Ç m_(Ci * C2) = m_(Ci) = m^(Ch * . . . * C„), or 
(b) C1C2 IS contained in a single archimedean class and C2Ô л . . . л C„ô = 
= Ciô л ... л С„<5. Л/so, denoting by ^2 ?/гв idempotent of the periodic archi­
medean class C2 * Ci, йеге exists an idempotent g2 of S such that 0̂ 2 < ̂ 2^ 
02 ^E 2̂? 92 ^^d 62 are consecutive in 62^E ^^^d xg2 = gi for some x e (Ci)+ and 
satisfies either 
(bi) C2 * .. . * C„ Ф C2 * Ci and g2 is the idempotent of the periodic archi­
medean class C2 * . . . * C„, or 
0^2) C2 * .. . * C„ = C2 * Ci, C2 . . . C„ is not contained in a single archimedean 
class and C2 . . . C„ Ç wi-(C2 * ... * C„) = m_(C2 * C^). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.4, (Ci * .. . * C„) (5 = C^^ л ... л C„ô and so C^ * .. . * C„ 
is really a periodic archimedean class. 
(1) First suppose that C^ .. . C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class and 
C^ ... C„ Я: m+(Ci * ... * C„). Then there exists an idempotent /^ of S such that 
^1 < / b ^1 ^ E / I » ^1 and / 1 are consecutive in e^^^ and m+(Ci * .. . * C„) = 
= [^1,/ ,] . 
(i) Suppose /i > 1. Then by Lemma 2.10, C^ * ... * C,, = C/, = C^ * .. . * C„, 
Си < Cj * ... * C/,_i, C/,... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class and 
C^.. . C„ Ç m^{Q = m+(C;, * .. . * C„). 
(ii) Suppose h = I. Then we have C^ô = С^З л ... л С„^. Also for every natural 
number 1 g j ^ n, we have C^^ = C^^ô л . . . л C„<5 =̂  C^^ and so Ci * Cj = C^. 
Hence Ci * . . . * C„ = Ci and e^ is the idempotent of C^. Hence by Lemma 2.9, 
we have Ci < C2. 
(a) Suppose C1C2 is not contained in a single archimedean class. Then denoting 
by к the least natural number such that Ci ... Cj, is not contained in a single archi­
medean class, we have к = 2. Hence by Lemma 2.9, we have C1C2 ^ m+(Ci) == 
= m+(Ci * C2) = m+(Ci * . . . * c„). 
(b) Suppose C1C2 is contained in a single archimedean class. Since (C2 * C^) ô = 
= C2Ô A C1Ô = C1Ô, C2 * Cj is really a periodic archimedean class. Now by way 
of contradiction, we assume C^ô л . . . л C„ô ф C2<5 л .. . л C„ô. Then Ciô == 
= Ciô л . . . л С„<5 -< Сг^ л . . . л C„ô. Let Xj G C I , X2 e C2,..., x„ 6 C„. We 
denote by X the archimedean class which contains X2.. .x„. By Corollary 1.15, 
there exists a modified archimedean class m(C2 * . . . * C„) of C2 * .. . * C„ such that 
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C2 ... C„ ^ m(C2 * ... * C„) and so X2 .. . x„ e m(C2 * ... * C„). Hence by Lemma 
1.2, C2^ л . . . л C^ô = (C2 * .. . * С„)г ^ Z ( 5 and so Ci^ •< C2(5 л . . . л Cß = 
= C2S л {C2Ô л ... л Cnö) =̂  C2Ô л Z(5. Hence by [2] Lemma 5.6, there exists 
no Z G '^ such that Z e C^^ and Z lies between C2 and X. In particular, C^ does not 
lie between C2 and X and, since C^ < C2, we have C^ < X. Also since С^д •< C2Ô 
and C^ô -< XÔ, we have 
X * Ci = max {Z G ^ ; Ci ^ Z g X and Z G C^Ô Л X(5} 
= max {Ze^^; Cl UZ SX and Z e C^ô} 
= max {Z G ^ ; Ci ^ Z ^ C2 and Z e C^ô} 
= max {Z G ^ ; C^ ^ Z ^ C2 and Z G Ci<5 л C2^} = C2 * C^ . 
Since 62 is the idempotent of C2 * C^, 62 is the idempotent of X * C^. Since C1C2 
is contained in a single archimedean class, it follows from Lemma 1.10 that xe2 = e^ 
for every XE{CI)- and so by Lemma 1.10 again, C^X я (Ci)_ Ç Cj . Hence 
XiX2 ... x„ G CiX ^ Ci and so C1C2 ... C„ ^ C^, which contradicts that C^ . . . C„ 
is not contained in a single archimedean class. Hence we have C2^ л . . . л C^ô = 
= Ciô л . . . л C^à = C^ô. 
(bi) Suppose C2 * .. . * C„ Ф C2 * Cl. By way of contradiction, we assume С^д = 
= C2^. Then for every 1 ^ j ^ n, we have €2^ = Ci^ = Ci5 л .. . л C^ô Ц Cjô 
and so C2 * Cl = C2 = C2 * .. . * C„ which is a contradiction. Hence C^ö < C2Ô. 
Since Ci < C2, we have Ci ^ C2 * C^ ^ C2 but, since (C2 * Ci) 5 = C2<5 л Ci^ = 
= Ci^ -< C2S, we have C2 * C^ < C2. Also 
C2 * Ci = max {Ze^^; Cj ^ Z ^ C2 and ZeC2Ö л C^ô} 
= max {Z G ^ ; C^ ^ Z ^ C2 and Z G C^Ô} 
and so there exists no Z G '^ such that C2 * Ci < Z ^ C2 and Z G С^О. By way of 
contradiction we assume C2 * ... * C„ ^ C2. Then, since (C2 * . . . * C„) <5 = 
= C2^ л . . . л Cnô = Ciô < C2Ô, we have C2 * ... * C„ < C2. Also 
C 2 * . . . * C „ = C 2 * ( C 2 * . . . * C „ ) 
= max [Ze'e; C2 >?̂  . . . * C„ ^ Z ^ C2 and Z G (C2 * .. . * C„) ^ л C2^} 
= max [Ze^^; C2 * .. . * C„ ^ Z ^ C2 and Ze C^ô} 
and so there exists no Z G ^ such that C2 * . . . * C„ < Z ^ C2 and Z G Ci^. Hence 
C2 * Ci = max {Z G ^ ; Z ^ C2 and Z G Ci^} = C2 * ... * C„ , 
which is a contradiction. Hence C2 * Ci < C2 < C2 * .. . * C„. Also since 
(C2 * ... * C„) (5 = Ci^, C2 * .. . * C„ is a periodic archimedean class. We denote 
by /2 the idempotent of C2 * •.. * C„. Then since C2 * Ci < C2 * .. . * C„, we have 
€2 < / 2 . Also since (C2 * Ci) (5 = Ci^ = (C2 * ... * C„) Ô, it follows from [2] 
Theorem 3.3 that 62 ^E/I-
C 2 * . . . * C „ - C 2 * ( C 2 * . . . * C „ ) 
= m i n { Z G ^ ; C2 ^ Z ^ C 2 * . . . * C , and ZeC2(5 л (C2 * ... * С,) (5} 
= min {Z G ^ ; C2 ^ Z ^ C2 * ... * C„ and Z G Ci^} 
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and so there exists no Z e ^ such that C2 ^ Z < C2 * ... * C„ and Z e С^о. Since 
there exists no Z € С such that C2* Ci < Z ^ C2 and Z e C^ô, there exists no 
ZeC such that C2 * Cj < Z < C2 * ... * Q and Z e C^ô = (C2 * C )̂ 5 and so by 
[2] Theorem 3.3, 62 and/2 are consecutive in 62^E- Moreover by Lemma 2.9, there 
exist Xi e C ,̂ X2 e C2, ...,X„E €„ such that X1X2 ... x„ = / i - But since C2 < 
< C2 * ... * C„, we have ^2 < /2. Also since (C2 * ... * C„) ̂  = Ci<5 = C^^ л ... 
... л C„ô =< Су5 for every 1 ^ 7 ^ n, it follows from [2] Theorem 2.7 that /2X3 ... 
... x„ = /2. Hence /^ = X1X2 ... x„ g Xi/2 ... x„ = Xi/2. On the other hand by 
Lemma 2.5, {/2} = mo(C2 * ... * C„) Ç C2 ... C„ and so there exist ĵ 2 ̂  ^"2,... 
...,y„eC„ such that /2 = J2 •••Л. Hence Xi/2 = Xi>̂ 2 ••• Л e C1C2 ... C„ Ç 
Ç m+(Ci * C2 * ... * C„) = [^i,/i] and so we have Xi/2 й fi- Hence we have 
^1/2 = / 1 . Further by [2] Theorem 2.7, ^1/2 = е^у2...у„ = ^i < /1 = XJ2 and 
so we have e^ < x^. Hence x^ e (Ci)_. 
(b2) Suppose C2 * ... * C„ = C2 * Ci. Since €2 is the idempotent of C2 * C ,̂ 
СI < С 2 and C1C2 is contained in a single archimedean class, it follows from 
Lemma 1.10 that xe2 = e^ for every xe(Cj)_. Also we have C^ ^ C2 * Ĉ  = 
= C2 * ... * C„. By way of contradiction, we assume C^ = C2 * ... * C„. Then by 
Corollary 1.15, there exists a modified archimedean class m(C2 * ... * C„) of C2 * ... 
... * C„ such that C2 ... C„ ^ m(C2 * ... * C„). Hence by Lemma 1.8, we see that 
C1C2 ... C„ ^ Cim(C2 * ... * C„) = Cim(Ci) Ç C ,̂ which contradicts that Ci ... C„ 
is not contained in a single archimedean class. Hence we have C^ < C2 * ... * C„ = 
- C2 * Ci. We have (C2 * ... * C„) (5 = €2^ л ... л Cß = C^ô A ... л C„ö ^ 
^ Ci^ and so (C2 * ... * C„) * Cl = C2 * ... * C„. Since 2̂ is also the idempotent 
of C2 * ... * C„, it follows from Lemma 1.10 that Ci(C2 * ... * C„) is contained in 
a single archimedean class. By way of contradiction we assume that C2 ... C„ is 
contained in a single archimedean class. Then by Theorem 2.6, we have C2 ... C„ ^ 
^ C2 * ... * C„ and so C1C2 ... C„ Ç Ci(C2 * ... * C„). But since Ci(C2 * ... * C„) 
is contained in a single archimedean class, this is a contradiction. Hence C2 ... C„ 
is not contained in a single archimedean class. But by Corollary 1.15, there exists 
a modified archimedean class m(C2 * ... * C„) of C2 * ... * C„ such that C2 ... C„ Ç 
Ç m(C2 * ... * C„). Since C2 ... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class, 
we must have either m(C2 * ... * C„) = m+(€2 * ... * C„) or m(C2 * ... * C„) = 
= m_(C2 * ... * C„). Now by Lemma 2.9, there ex i s t Xi G Gj[, X2 G C2? • • •? ^n ^ ^n 
such that X1X2 ... Xn = / 1 . But by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have 1̂X2 ... x„ = e^ < fi = 
= XiX2 ... x„ and so e^ < x^, whence x^ e (Ci)_. Hence we have e^ = Xie2 < /1 = 
= X1X2 ... x„ and so 2̂ < X2 ... x„. Hence C2 ... C„ contains X2 ... x„ such that 
2̂ < X2 ... x„ and so m(C2 * ... * C„) =j= m_(C2 * ... * C„). Hence we have 
C2 ... C„ e m+(C2 * ... * C„) = m+{C2 * C^). In particular, there exists an idem-
potent/2 of S such that 62 < /2, 2̂ ̂ ^ /2 and 2̂ and/2 are consecutive in e2^E and 
m+(C2 * ... * C„) = [62^/2]- Again we consider Xi e C ,̂ X2 e C2,..., x„ G C„ such 
that X1X2 ... x„ = / 1 . We have shown that x^ G (CI )_ . We have X2 ... x„ G C2 ... C„ Ç 
Ç m+(C2 * ... * C„) = [e2,/2] and so X2 ... x„ ^ /2. Hence /^ = X1X2 ... x„ ^ 
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^ X1/2. On the other hand, it follows from Lemma 2.5 that {/2} = mo(C2 * . . . 
. . . * C„) ^ C2 .. . C„ and so there exist y2 e C2, . . . , y„ e C„ such that /2 = У2 • • • Уп-
Hence X1/2 = ^1У2 . . . л e Ci . . . C„ Ç m+(Ci * . . . * C„) = [ e i , / i ] and so XJ2 ^ 
^ / j . Hence X1/2 = / 1 . 
Conversely suppose that there exists an idempotent /^ of S such that e^ < fi, 
ei ^E/I and ei and/^ are consecutive in e^S^E and satisfies either the condition (i) 
or the condition (ii). 
Case: the condition (i) is satisfied. By Lemma 2.5, we have { e j = mo{Ci * . . . 
. . . * C„) Ç Ci .. . C„ and so e^e Ci ... C„. Also by Lemma 2.10, there exist y^ e 
G Cl, ..., y„e C„ such tha t / i = y^ ... j;„ G Ci ... C„. Hence C^ .. . C„ is not contained 
in a single archimedean class. Also by Corollary L15, there exists a modified archi-
medean class m(Ci * ... * C„) of C^ * .. . * C„ such that Ci ... C^ ^ m{Ci * . . . * C„). 
Since ^ b / i e C^ ... C„ ^ m{Ci * ... * C„), ei is the idempotent of C^ * ... * C„ 
and ^1 < / 1 , we must have m{Ci * . . . * C„) = m+(Ci * .. . * C„) and so C^ .. . C„ ^ 
^ m+(Ci * .. . * C„). 
Case: the conditions (ii) and (a) are satisfied. Since C^ô = C^ô л . . . л С„(5 =̂  
^ Су^ for every natural number 1 ^ j g /i, we have C^ * ... * C„ = Ci and so e^ 
is the idempotent of Cj. Also C1C2 is not contained in a single archimedean class 
and C1C2 £ m+(Ci) = [ e i , / i ] . Hence by Lemma 2.9, there exist 3̂ 1 G C^ and 
У2 G C2 such that ^1^2 = / i - We denote by F the archimedean class containing/1. 
Then by [2] Theorem 3.3, we have FÖ C^ and so FÔ = C^ô = C^^ô A ... A Qß =< 
=̂  С jo for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ n. We take X3 G C3, ..., x„ G C„ arbitrarily. 
Then by [2] Theorem 2.7, we have ex = ^1У2^з • •. x„ G C^ .., C„ and /^ = /1X3 ... 
... Xn = ^13^2^3 .. . x„G Ci ... C„. Hence Ci ... C„ is not contained in a single 
archimedean class and C^ ... C„ ^ m+{Ci) = m+(Ci * . . . * C„). 
Case: the conditions (ii), (b) and (b^) are satisfied. We have C^ = C^ * .. . * C„ 
and e^ is the idempotent of C^. Also there exists x^ e C^ such that Xi/2 = / 1 . Further 
since/2 is the idempotent of C2 * ... * C„, it follows from Theorem 2.5 that {/2} = 
= mo(C2 * .. . * C„) ^ C2 .. . C„ and so there exist X2 G C2, . . . , x„ G C„ such that 
/2 = X2 ... x„. Hence /1 = Xi/2 = X1X2 ... x„e C^ ... €„. On the other hand, since 
C^ô = Ciö л . . . л C^S =̂  Cjô for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ n, it follows 
from [2] Theorem 2.7 that ^1 = 1̂X2 ... x„ G C^ ... C„. Hence C^ .. . C„ is not con-
tained in a single archimedean class and C^ ... C,, £ m+(Ci) = m+{Ci * ... * C„). 
Case: the conditions (ii), (b) and (b2) are satisfied. We have C^ = C^ * ... * C„ 
and e^ is the idempotent of Cj. Since C2 * ... * C„ = C2 * C^, ^2 is the idempotent 
of C2 * . . . * C„. Since C2 ... C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class and 
C2 .. . C„ ^ m+(C2 * . . . * C„) = [^2>/2]j it follows from Lemma 2.10 that there 
exist X2 G C2, . . . , x„ G C„ such that X2 .. . x„ = /2 . Also by assumption, there exists 
Xi G Cl such that X1/2 = / i - Hence /1 = XiA = ^1^2 ... x„ G Ci .. . C„. Also we 
have ^1 = 1̂X2 .. . x„G Ci . . . C„. Hence C i . . . C „ is not contained in a single 
archimedean class and Ci .. . C„ ^ m+(Ci) = ?H+(CI * .. . * C„). 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
I l l 
Here we give some examples which show that the cases given in (1) of Theorem 
2.11 really exist. 
Example 1. Let S^ be the ordered semigroup with the multiplication given by 




































In Si, we put Cl = [a], C2 = [b, x] and C3 = [с]. Then we can show that the con­
dition (i) is satisfied. 
Example 2 Let S2 be the ordered semigroup with the multiplication given by the 

























In Si, we put Cl = {a, x] and С2 = [b]. Then we can show that the conditions (ii) 
and (a) are satisfied. 
Example 3. Let S3 be the ordered semigroup with the multiplication given by the 




































In S3, we put Cj = [a, x}, C2 = {b} and C3 = [c]. Then we can show that the 
conditions (ii), (b) and (b^) are satisfied. 
Example 4. Let S4 be the ordered semigroup with the multipUcation given by the 
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In S4., we put Cl = {a, x, y}, C2 = {b, z} and C3 = {c}. Then we can show that 
the conditions (ii), (b) and (b2) are satisfied. 
Lemma 2.12. ( 1 ) L e t B , C E ^ s u c h that Co is a periodic ô-class ofL-type, CS -< BS 
and С < В. Let e be the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class Б * С and 
let f be an idempotent of S such that e < f, e ^^f and e and f are consecutive 
in e^E- Then we have xe = e and xf = ffor every xe B. 
(2) Let B, С e^ such that Co is a periodic ô-class of L-type, Co -< Bd and' 
В < С Let e be the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class В * С and let g 
be an idempotent of S such that g < e, g ^E^ ^^d g and e are consecutive in e^E 
Then we have xg = g and xe == e for every xe B, 
Proof. (1) Since [B ^ C) Ô = BÔ A Co = Co, В * С is really a periodic archi­
medean class. Since С < Б, we have С ^ В * С S B, but since (Б * C) <5 = C5 •< 
-< BÔ, we have Б * С < Б. Now 
Б * С = max {Z e ^ ; С й Z ^ В ша Z e BÔ л CÔ} 
= max {Z e ^ ; С ^ Z ^ 5 and Z e CÔ} 
and so there exists no Z e ^ such that В ^ С < Z ^ В and Z e Co. We denote by F 
the archimedean class containing/. Then, since e ^EL it follows from [2] Theorem 
3.3 that FÔ = Co = {B * C) ô. Also, since e < / , we have Б * С < F. Hence we have 
В < F. Now let xeB. Then e < x < f and so e = e^ ^ xe ^ x^ ^ xf й f^ = f-
But since Co is of L-type, e^E = f^E is also of L-type and so by [2] Theorem 2.7, 
we have ex = e and fx = / . Hence (хеУ = xexe = xe and (xfY = xfxf = xf 
and so xe and x /are idempotents of iS. Also (xe) e = xe, e{xe) = [ex) e = e, {xf)f = 
= xf and f{xf) = (fx) f = f Hence xe ^E ^ ^sf ^E ^f- ß^it, since e ^ xe ^ 
^ x^ ^ xf ^ / , x^ EB and e and / are consecutive in e^^, we have xe = e and 
X / = / • 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
Theorem 2.13. (1) Let C^, . . . , C „ e ^ such that C^ô л . . . л C^à is a periodic 
ô-class of L'type. Then C^ .. . C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class 
and C^ ... Cn ^ ^^+(Ci * . . . * C„) if and only if there exist a natural number 
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m ^ 2, m — 1 natural numbers h^,..., h^^x ^^^^ ^^^^ ^i ^ *•• ^ ^m-i < ^ 
and 2m — 1 elements e^, ..., ^^ and f^, . . . , /m- i of S which satisfy 
(I) /o r every natural number 1 ^ j ^ m — 1, C/,̂ <5 = C^ô л . . . л C„^; 
(II) for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ m — 1, C/,̂  < C/,j+i; 
(III) f/ hx ^ 2, йе« 
Ci(5 л . . . л C„ô < CxS A . . . л Cf^^^iô; 
(IV) for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ m — 2 such that hj + 1 < hj+x 
Cxô A ... A C„ô < Chj+x^ л . . . л Cf,j^,~x^ ; 
(V) ifhx ^2, then C,^ < C i * . . . * C , ^ _ i ; 
(VI) Cx is the idempotent of C^ * . . . * C„ and for every natural number 1 S 
^ J ^ ^ — 1? ^j+i is the idempotent of Q^.+i * Q^; 
(VII) for each natural number 1 ^ j ^ m — 1, fj is an idempotent of S such 
that Cj < fj, Cj ^E/J ^^à Cj and fj are consecutive in ej^^; 
(VIII) for each natural number 2 ^ j ^ m — 1, there exists yj-x e Q^._j such 
that yj-xfj =fj-il 
(IX) Q * . . . * C , , = C,,; 
(X) either f^^x^ ^hm-i^hm-i + i or there exist an idempotent / ^ of S and 
y^^X^<^h,n-i 5 " ^ ^ fh^^ ^m <fm, ^m^^Efm^ ^m ^^^ f^ аГС COnSCCUtiVC Ш e , Ä , 
ym-Jm=fm-l « « ^ /m ^ Q ^ _ , + 1 * . . . * C„. 
(2) Let Ci, ..., C„ e ^ such that Cxô л . . . л C„ô is a periodic ô-class of L-type, 
Then Cx "C^ is not contained in a single archimedean class and Cx •- C^ ^ 
Я m-{Cx * . . . * C„) if and only if there exist a natural number m ^ 2, m — 1 
natural numbers hx, ..., /г^-! ^w^^ that /i^ < .. . < h^^-x < ^ ^^^ 2m — 1 elements 
Cx, ..., e,n and Qx, ..-, Qm-i of S which satisfy 
(I) for every natural number 1 ^ j S m — 1 С^.д = Cxà л . . . л С„<5; 
(II) for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ m — 1, Q .̂+ i < Q^.; 
(III) if hx^ 2, then 
Cxà A .,. A C^ô <Cxô A ,., A Q , _ i ^ ; 
(IV) for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ m — 2 such that hj + i < hj+x 
CxS A . . . л C„(5 -< Chj+xS A . . . л Ch.^,-xà ; 
(V) ifhx ^ 2, then Cx * . . . * Q , _ i < Q , ; 
(VI) Cx is the idempotent of Cx ^^ ... ^^ C,^ and for every natural number 1 ^ j ^ 
g m — 1, Cj+x Is the idempotent of C^j+x * Q^; 
(VII) for each natural number 1 ^ j ^ m ~ 1, gj is an idempotent of S such 
that gj < Cj, gj ^E ^J ^^^ 9j ^^d Cj are consecutive in CJ^EI 
(VIII) for each natural number 2 ^ j ^ m — 1, there exists yj-x e Q._^ such 
that yj-xQj = 9j-il 
(IX) C i * . . . * C , , = C,,; 
(X) either g^^x^ ^hm-i^hm-i + i ^^ these exist an idempotent g^ of S and 
y m - i e Q ^ _ j such that g^ < e^, g^^^E^m^ dm and e^ are consecutive in e,,ßE, 
Ут-19т = 9m-i ^^d g^ e Ch^^_^ +1 * .. . * C„. 
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Proof. First we prove the direct part of the theorem by induction on n. If n = 1, 
then the assertion holds tirivially. Now suppose n ^ 2 and suppose that Ci ,.. C„ 
is not contained in a single archimedean class and Cj .. . C„ ^ m^[Ci * . . . * C„). 
Then by Theorem 2.11, there exist the idempotent e^ of S in C^ * ... * C„ and an 
idempotent/i of S such that e^ < / i , e^ ^E/X and e^ and / j are consecutive in e^^^-
Also either one of the conditions (i) and (ii) in Theorem 2.11 is satisfied. 
Case: the condition (i) is satisfied. We put the least natural number h such that 
C^ô л ... л Cf^S = C^ö л ... л C^ô by h^. Then by (i), we have Q^ * .. . * C„ = 
= (Cj * ... * C/,J * ... * C„ = Ci * ... * C„ and so Q^^ л ... л C„ô = Ciô л . . . 
. . . л C^ô is a periodic (5-class of L-type. Also Q^ ... C„ is not contained in a single 
archimedean class and Q ^ . . . C„ ̂  m^.(Cfj^ * ... * C„) and so by induction hypothesis, 
there exist natural numbers h[, /z2, -.•» ^w~i and elements ^i, .. . , e„j, Д , . . . , /„,_i 
of S which satisfy the conditions (I) —(X) on Q,,, ..., C„. By way of contradiction 
we assume hi ф h[. Then we have h^ < h[ and by (III) on Q^, ..., C„ we have 
Ch^ô л . . . л C„^ •< Cf,^ô л ... л Qj'_i(5. But this is a contradiction, since 
Q , ^ л .. . л Q^,_i(5 ^ C,^5 = ( Q , * .. . * C,) <5 = CjJ л . . . л C„<5 by (i). Hence 
we have h^ = h[. By (i), Q^5 = C^^^ô л ... л C„^ = C^ô л . . . л С„<5 and by (I) 
on Cftp ..., C„, for every 2 ^ j ^ m — 1, we have C^.S = C^^ô л . . . л C^ô = 
= C^ô л ... л C„^. Hence (I) on C^, ..., C„ is satisfied. It is clear that (II) on 
Ci, ..., C„ is satisfied. By the definition of h^ we have (III) on C^, ..., C„. Suppose 
1 ^ 7 ^ m - 2 and /î . + 1 < /î  + i- Then Ci(5 л ... л C„^ = C^.S A ... A C„ô < 
< Chj + iô A . . . л Q.^i_i(5 and so we have (IV) on C^, ..., C„. By (i), we have (V) 
on Ci, ..., C„. Since Q^ * ... * C„ = C^ * ... * C„ by (i), the idempotent of 
Q , * ... * C„ is the idempotent e^ of Ci * ... * C„. Thus (VI) on Ci, ..., C„ follows 
from (VI) on Q,^,..., C„. (VII) and (VIII) on C^, ..., C„ are clear. (IX) on Ci, ..., C„ 
holds by (i). Finally (X) on Ci, ..., C„ is clear. 
Case: the conditions (ii) and (a) are satisfied. We put m = 2 and /zi = 1. Then we 
obtain (I) —(V) clearly. By assumption e^ is the idempotent of Ci * ... * C„ and /^ 
is an idempotent of S such that e^ < / i , e^ ^E/I and e^ and /^ are consecutive in 
e^^E' Now let 62 be the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class C2 * C^. 
Then we have (VI) —(IX). Let к be the least natural number such that C^ ... Cj, 
is not contained in a single archimedean class. By (a), C1C2 is not contained in 
a single archimedean class and so /c = 2. Hence by Lemma 2.9, there exist x^ e C^ 
and X2 e C2 such that X1X2 = /1 and so /^ e C1C2. Hence we have (X). 
Case: the conditions (ii), (b) and (b^) are satisfied. We put m = 2 and h^ = 1. 
Then we have (I) —(V) clearly. By assumption, e^ is the idempotent of C^ * .. . * C„, 
62 is the idempotent of the periodic archimedean class C2 * C^ and /^ is an idem-
potent of S such that e^ < / 1 , e^ 9j^fi and e^ and/^ are consecutive in e^^E- Hence 
we have (VI)-(IX). Since C^ < C2, we have C^ й C2^Ci ^ C2 but since 
C2 * Ci Ф C2 * ... * C„, we have C2Ô ф C^ô л ... л CJ = C^ô = C^ô л C2Ô = 
= (C2 * Cl) ô and so C2 * Cl Ф C2. Hence C2 * Ci < C2. Since (C2 * .. . * C„) ô = 
= C2Ô л . . . л C„(5 = C^ô л ... * C„ô, C2 * ... * C„ is a periodic archimedean class,. 
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whose iderapotent we denote by / . We have 
C2 * Ci = max {Z G ^ ; Ci ^ Z ^ C2 and ZeC2b /\ Q^b] 
= max {Ze'i^; C^ ^ Z ^ C2 and Z e C^ô] 
= max {Z e ^ ; Z g C2 and Z e C^ô} . 
But if C2 * .. . * C„ g C2 were true, then we have 
(^2 * • • • ' ' ' v_//j ^^ ^2 * \ ^ 2 * • • • * ^n) 
= max {Z e ^ ; C2 * .. . * C„ ^ Z ^ C2 and 
Z e (C2 * ... * C„) ^ л Сг^} 
= max {Z e ^ ; C2 * .. . * C„ ^ Z ^ C2 and Z e C^ô} 
= max {Z G ^ ; Z ^ C2 and Z G Ci^} = C2 * Ci 
which is a contradiction. Hence C2 * C^ < С2 < C2 * .. . * C„ and so 62 < / . 
Also since (C2 * Ci) ^ = С̂ сЗ - Ci^ л .. . л C„^ = (C2 * ... * C„) Ô, it follows 
from [2] Theorem 3.3 that €2 ̂ ES- Moreover 
C2 * . . . * C„ = C2 * (^^2 * • • • * ^n) 
= min {Z G ^ ; C2 ^ Z ^ C2 * .. . * C„ and 
Z G (C2 * .. . * C„) ^ л C2<5} 
= min {Z G ^ ; C2 ^ Z ^ C2 * .. . * C„ and Z G Ci^} . 
Hence there is no Z G ̂  such that C2 * C^ < Z < C2 * ... * C„ and Z G C^^. Hence 
by [2] Theorem 3.3, ^2 and / are consecutive in e^Q)^. Further by (b), we have 
y\f = /1 for some Vi G ( C I ) _ Ç C^. Hence we p u t / = /2 and we obtain (X). 
Case: the conditions (ii), (b) and (b2) are satisfied. By (b), Сз^ л ... л CJ> = 
= Ciô л ... л C„ô is а ^-class of L-type. Also by (b2), C2 ... C„ is not contained 
in a single archimedean class and C2 .. . C„ Ç m+{€2 * . . . * C„) and so by induction 
hypothesis, there exist a natural number m' such that m' ^ 2 , m' — 1 natural 
numbers h\, ...,h'^._^ such that /ẑ  < ... < /?4'-i < ^ ^^^ 2m' - 1 elements 
^]»"-'^m'' / I ' - ' - ' / m ' - i satisfying the conditions ( I ) - (X) on C2, . . . , C„. We put 
m = m' + 1, /îjt = 1, /î2 = /l'i, ..., /г^ = h'^>. By assumption ê  is the idempotent 
of Cl * ... * Q and / i is an idempotent of S such that e^ < / 1 , e^ ^ ь / i ^"^^ ^1 ^i^^/i 
are consecutive in ^ i^£ . Also we put 62 = e[,..., e,„ = ^^., /2 = fu •••?/m-i = 
= /m'-i- Now we have C,,̂ 5 = Ci^ =- C^ô л ... л C„<5 and for every ISJU 
urn - 1, we have C^jS = Cf,.._^ô = C2Ö A .., A C„ô = C^ô A .,. A C^ô by (b). 
Hence we obtain (I) on C^, ..., C„. We have C;,̂  = Cj < C2 = C,,, + i by (ii). Let 
2 uj й m - 1. Then C^. = C;,.._, < C;,,̂ ._̂  + i = C;,.+ i and so we obtain (II) 
on Ci, ..., C„. (Ill) and (V) on Ci, ..., C„ hold trivially. Let 1 ^ j ^ m - 2 such 
that hj + 1 < hj^ 1. If J = 1, then 2 - /ii + 1 < /12 = ^i and by (III) on C2, , . . , C„, 
we have С^5 л . . . л C„ô = €2^ л . . . л С„<5 -< С2<5 л .. . л Ch,'-iô = 
= Ch^ + ^ô А ... А С;,._1(5. Also if j ^ 2, then by (IV) on C2, . . . , C„, we have 
Ci<5 л ... л C,S = C2Ô A . . . л C„^ < Cy._^ + ^ô A . . . л Cf,y_,ö = 
= Cft̂  + id л .. . л Cft^.^,_i(5, and so we obtain (IV) on C^, ..., C„. By assumption, 
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ei is the idempotent of Ĉ  * ... * C„. By (Ьз) we have C2 * ... * C„ = C2 * Ĉ  
and so 62 = e[ is the idempotent of C2 * ... * C„ = C2 * Cj. If 2 g 7 g m — 1, 
then ej+i = ej is the idempotent of Ch'j_^ + i *С^'._^ = Q .̂+ i * Q .̂. Hence we 
obtain (VI) on Ci, ..., C„. By assumption,/^ is an idempotent of S such that e^ < / j , 
1̂ ^ f / i and ^1 and/i are consecutive in e^^^. Let 2 ^ 7 g m — 1. Then/^ = / j _ j 
is an idempotent of S such that ej = e}_i < fj-i = fj, ^j = e'j_^ ^E/J-I = / • 
and ej = e'j_i and fj = / j - i are consecutive in ej^E = ^}-i^£- Hence (VII) on 
Ci, ...,C„ is satisfied. By (b), we have 3̂ 1/2 = / 1 for some ^i e Ĉ  = Q^. Let 
3 ^ J ^ m ~ L Then 2 ^ 7 — 1 ^ m - 2 = m'— 1 and there exists yj^^ e 
eQ',_2 = Q,-i such that yj_Jj = yj_J^._^=f^._2=fj-i' Hence we have 
(VIII) on Ci, ..., C„. Since /ẑ  = 1, (IX) on C^,..., C„ holds clearly. By (X) on 
C2,..., C„, either/„,_! -/^-ieC„.,^,_^Q.,^,_^ + i = Q„,_,Q^_^ + i or there exist an 
idempotent /^ = / ; , of S and j;^_i G Q,,^^,,^ = Q^^^ such that e^ = e^, < / ; , =. 
== / m . ^m = ^m' ^ Е Л Г = /m, ^ж = 4 ' ^ u d / „ , = / ^ ^ аГС COUSeCUtivC in <„, ^E = 
= ^ m ^ £ , J m - l / m = Ут-Лп' = fm'-l = fm-1 ^ u d / ^ = / ; , G Q,.,^,'_^ + i * . . . * C„ = 
= Q^̂ _j + i * ... * C„. Thus we obtain (X) on C ,̂ ..., C„. 
Conversely suppose that the conditions (I) —(X) are satisfied. Prehminarily we 
show that 
(*) If 5 < h^, then x^e^ = e^ and xji = /^ for every x^ e C ;̂ 
(**) If 2 ^ ; g m — 1 and hj^i < s < hj, then x^ej = ej and x^fj — /^ for every 
Xg G C j . 
Suppose s < /г̂ . Then 2 g /î  and by (I) and (III), we have Q (̂5 = C^S л ... 
... л C„(5 -< C^ô л ... л Q^_i^ = Q^ л (Cl* ... *C;,^_i)^, and by [2] Lemma 
5.6, there exists no Z G ^ such that Z lies between C^ and C^ * ... * С;,̂ _1 and 
Z G Ci^ л ... л C„(5. In particular, Cf^^ does not lie between C^ and C^ * ... * C^^-i 
and since Ĉ ^ < Ci * ... * C^^.i by (V), we have Ĉ ^ < C .̂ Also by (IX), 
^Ai = ( Q * ••• * Q i - l ) * Q i 
= max{ZG^; Cj,, й Z ^ C^ *. . . *C;,,_i and 
Z G ( C I * . . , * C , , _ . I ) ^ Л C,,^} 
= max{Ze^; C^, й Z ^ C^ *. . . *C^,_i and 
ZeCi^ л ... л Cnô] 
= max {Z G ^; C^, й Z ^ С, and Z e C,<5 л C;,,̂ } = C, * C ,̂ . 
Also since Ch^ô = C^ô л ... л C„(5, we have Ci * ... * C„ = (C^ * ... * C^^) * ... 
... * C„ = Си, * ... * C„ = Сй̂  and so by (VI) e^ is the idempotent of C;,̂  = Ĉ  * C;,̂ . 
Moreover Cf,,ô == C^ô A ... A C„ô < C^ö A ... A C;,^,_I(5 < C,S. Further by (VII) 
/ i is an idempotent of S such that e^ < / i , ^̂  ^ж/i and e^ and / i are consecutive 
in ei^E- Hence by Lemma 2.12, we have x^e^ = e^ and Xgfi = / i for every x^ e C .̂ 
This proves (*). 
Now let 2 Sj й m - i and /ij_i < s < hj. Then l ^ j - l g m - 2 and 
by (I) and (IV), we have Chj^.S = C^ô л ... л C„<5 < C/,̂ _i + i5 л ... л Cft̂ _i<5 =̂  
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^ Cf^._^ + iô л Cß and so by [2] Lemma 5.6, there exists no Ze С such that Z Hes 
between Chj^i + i and Q and Ze C^ô л ... л C„ô. In particular С/,̂ ._̂  does not lie 
between Chj^i + i and Q and since Q^..^ < Q,̂ ._̂  + i by (II), we have Q^_i < Q. 
Also since С^._^ = d ^ л ... л C„̂  by (I), we have 
Cs * Chj^, = max {Z e ^ ; Q , . , ^ Z ^ C, and Z e Q ._̂ (5 л Cß] 
= max { Z e ^ ; C„._^ ^ Z ^ C, and Ze С̂ сЗ л ... л C„̂ } 
= max{ZG^; С,.,, ^ Z g C,._, + i and ZeC,._,(5 л C^._,^,ô] 
Hence by (VI) ê  is the idempotent of Q * Q^._j. Moreover Q^.,^^ = Ĉ c? л ... 
... л Cß < Q^_^ + i5 л ... л Chj-ß < Q^. Further by (VII),/у is an idempotent 
of S such that ej < fj, ej ^E/J and Cj and /y are consecutive in CJ^E- Hence by 
Lemma 2.12, we have x^ej = ej and x^/; = fj for every x̂  e Q. This proves (**). 
Now by (VIII) for each natural number 2 ^ j ^ m — 1, there exists yj-i e С^^_^ 
such that yj-ifj = / / - ! • For each 1 ^ i ^ /z^_i such that i ф hj for all 1 ^ j ^ 
^ m — 1, we take x̂  e Ĉ  arbitrarily. Then by (*), if 2 ^ /ẑ , then x^... X/,j_i/i = / i . 
In the case when h^ = 1, we assume x^... X;,̂  _ ̂  is the void symbol and then we have 
always this relation. Also for each natural number 2 ^ ; ^ m — 1, it follows from 
(**) that if/iy_i + 1 S hj - 1, then x .̂_^ + i ,..Xf,^.Jj = fj and so yj^^Xj^.^^ + i ... 
... Xfj.-ifj = yj-ifj = fj-i- In the case when /zy_i + 1 = hj, we assume X;,̂ ._j + i... 
...X;,^_i is the void symbol and then we have always this relation. Thus /^ = 
= Xi . . . Хй1_1 . . . yj-l^hj-i + i ••' ^hj—l ••• Ут-2^11т-2+1 ••• ^hm-i-lfm-l- ^ У {Щ 
the following two cases are possible: 
Case 1: /^„^ e Q^..iQ,._i + i; 
Case 2: there exist an idempotent /^ of S and y^-i^ f̂tm-i ŝ ^̂ ^ ^̂ ^̂  m̂ < /m? 
m̂ ^£/m, É?m ^nd /^ агс consccutivc in e,„^£, y,„_ i/^ = /^_ 1 and /„, e Q„,_, +1 * .. • 
* С 
Case 1: We have /„,_i = z^ .̂̂ z^^ .̂̂  + i for some z^^^.^eC,,^,^ and Zf,^_^ + ie 
e Cft̂ _j + i. We take Xh^_, + 2 e СЙ^_^ + 2' ..., X„ G C„ arbitrarily. We denote by E„,_j 
and F^-i the archimedean classes containing ^^_i and/„j_i, respectively. Then 
since e^_i ^EIUX-U it follows from [2] Theorem 3.3 that E^_i <5 F^_i. On the other 
hand, if m = 2, then by (VI), E^^ß = (C^ * ... * C„) 5 = Cß л ... л Cß and if 
m>2 , thenby( I ) ,E ,_ i^ = (C,,_^^.i*C,^._j5=: C,̂ ._̂  + i(5 л C,^_ß ^ Cß л ... 
... л С„5. Thus always we have F^_ß = E^_ß = Cß л ... л Cß. Hence by [2] 
Theorem 2.7, we have Zf,^^,Zf,^_^ + ̂ Xh^_^ + 2 ••- x„ =-fm-i^hm-1 + 2-•• ^n = fm-i and 
S O / l = X j . . . X ^ j _ i . . . J ^ w - 2 ^ / j , „ _ 2 + l • • • ^ f t m - 1 - l ^ / l m - l ^ Ä m - l + l • • • ^:„ G C j . . . C „ . 
Case 2. By Lemma 2.5, we have {/„} = mo(Cft̂ _̂  + i * ... * C„) Ç C;,̂ _̂  + i ... C„ 
and so there exist z^ .̂̂  + i G C/,̂ _̂  + i, ..., z„ G C„ such that /^ = ẑ _̂̂  + i ... z„. 
Hence/^_i = y,n-ifm = Ут-1Ч„г^, + 1 "'^n and so Л = Xi ...x^,_i ... 
Thus in both cases we have /1 G Ci ... C„. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.5, 
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we have {^J = mo(Ci * . . . * C„) с Ci . . . C„. Hence e i , / i e Cj . . . C„. Hence 
Ci . . . C„ is not contained in a single archimedean class. Also by Corollary 1.16, 
there exists a modified archimedean class m{Ci * . . . * C„) such that C^ .., C„ я 
^ m{Ci * . . . * C„). Since e^ is the idempotent of C^ * . . . * C„ and e^ < / i , we must 
have Ci . . . C„ Ç "^+(Ci * . . . * C„). 
(2) can be proved similarly. 
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